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I speak of the unanimous cry of blood, and they reproach me 
with rotten prejudice. 
“In the old days!” They object, 
yet I have lived for centuries. 

Through what dusty lanes
do you order your words? 

Fellows, let’s free the boats 
from so much useless rope. 

There are great rivers awaiting us.

Miquel Martí i Pol

I can head into silence
I can become silence
I can put words to nothing
I can go on thinking about the eyes that see it all

Your fingers are long, longer than the days
Your notes are subtler
Than all the times I didn’t tell you

I can write anything I want today
Hoping that it is not yet too late
That I imagine that you imagine,
That it still is now

I explore how waiting tastes
And I know it’s a powerful flavour
As much as the rhythms of time 
That you choose without speaking

Allow me to get close to this absence
Direct and full
Because as Neruda said
I am happy it is not certain

Krankananda Ura 
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Introduction

The teaching materials for Let’s Build Peace in the Mediterranean through Languages consist of 15 
work activities all aimed at secondary school students, although some can be adapted to the final 
levels of primary education. Each activity forms part of a trip that runs through 14 ports and locations 
in the Mediterranean.

By directing a reading that hinges on richness and values of diversity, these activities highlight the 
existence of different expressions of linguistic, religious and cultural diversity throughout the Medi-
terranean region. At the same time, the materials condemn situations in which this diversity is not 
recognised.

The central and cross-cutting objective of this study is to conceive and recognise languages as tools 
for building peace based on a strategy to prevent situations of inequality from being reproduced. 
Specifically, the activities work on and study aspects such as the potentials of these languages; the 
links between policy management and linguistic identity; the risks, dangers and consequences of the 
standardisation process; the disappearance of a language; and egalitarian or unequal treatment.

The activities’ educational foundations are set over the interaction of three spheres: intercultural 
education, respect for human rights and the values of peace. While exploring these spheres, the 
students build a network from different landscapes and approaches, recognising coordination of the 
three spheres as indispensable, in order to refer us and place us within a permanent context where 
linguistic diversity and statuses of equality are recognised.

From the methodological point of view, the activities are presented using the same sequence. This 
begins with introductory comments in which the main character of the journey (Carme) arrives at one 
of the ports from where the activity will begin to unravel. Then, information related with the context 
where the activity takes place is given, so that teachers and students can easily orient themselves and 
consider items of interest that relate with the same activity. Next, the educational aims, content and 
items to be considered by teachers before starting the activity are presented. Teachers can then follow 
the steps that gradually make up activity, and at the end, information is made available in annexes to 
enrich and supplement the content of the work.

Most activities are carried out through cooperative work, and teachers – if they deem it appropriate – 
can make adjustments in terms of time if they feel that the work sessions are insufficient as originally 
planned.
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Presentation

Today, Carme is out sailing. She is finally taking another ride on the boat in which she went out many 
times with her grandfather when she was little, sailing along the coasts of Albufera de Valencia. She 
is so excited!

For several years now, people have started bringing back this traditional means of sailing along the 
Spanish coastline, which was becoming lost with the advent of motorboats. More and more young 
people are taking an interest in sailboats, which is how a tradition stretching back thousands of years 
will not vanish into history.

The day is quiet and the sea is calm, but then a strong gust of wind unexpectedly causes Carme to lose 
control of her boat and it goes adrift. She doesn’t have much experience and she’s a bit frightened. 
She thought that her trip around Albufera would be as placid as it was when she was a child, when 
she saw it as a little lake around which her family had lived for generations. She is unable to orient 
herself and she doesn’t have any satellite-based guidance system with her.

After a few hours of sailing, she falls asleep in the boat. When she opens her eyes, she finds herself 
at the port of Algeciras. She is surrounded by fishermen who ask her where she comes from, and she 
replies that she is from Valencia. The fishermen, many of whom have hands twice the size of Carme’s, 
cannot conceal their great surprise. They ask: “How is it possible that you made it all the way here in 
a sailboat?” The oldest and most experienced fishermen smile and say: “It’s been a long time since 
we used them! What great memories!”

José, an old fisherman who is now retired, offers to fix the main mast, which was broken by the gale. 
Meanwhile, he explains some stories about the Mediterranean. Carme thinks: These fishermen are al-
ways ready to tell a good story... like my grandfather... Once the sail is fixed, José shows her some tech-
niques necessary for taking better advantage of the winds. He also gives her some advice on orientation.

Carme is excited because she has decided to undertake the trip, but she still doesn’t know what the 
next port will be because she doesn’t want to return to Albufera right away. Her eyes shine with excite-
ment as she sets out on an adventure in which she hopes to learn all she can from what the Mediter-
ranean has in store for her.

Map of the languages of the Mediterranean, from the exhibition “The Sea of Languages: Speaking in the Mediterranean” 

(Barcelona, 9 May to 1 June 2008)
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Activity 1 
Tangier: welcome to fortress Europe!

Description: The students will carry out an empathy exercise to focus on some of the human con-
sequences involved when migrating in conditions of inequality

Introduction

The wind carries her far, away from Algeciras and crossing the Strait of Gibraltar. Because of the 
strong currents in this sea, she finally arrives at the city of Tangier. Some fishermen tell her that 
she can moor her boat so it will stay safe from the currents. They also tell her about a little place 
where she can spend the night. Once situated, Carme strikes up a conversation with Mimoun and 
Djamel, two adolescents, 15 and 17 years old, whose gaze seems to indicate they are waiting for 
something. They explain to Carme that the situation in their country is hardly easy and that they 
are waiting for the right moment to cross the border and be able to live the European dream. They 
tell her that it is not easy at all, because undertaking the trip north is increasingly risky and dif-
ficult. Carme is also surprised by the frustration in their voices, because even though the forbidden 
land is only a stone’s throw away, a genuine fortress has risen up to prevent them from entering: 
Fortress Europe. 

Notes on the context

Today, the protective measures preventing any person coming from a non-European country from 
entering the so-called Schengen Zone are more intense; more and more walls are being built 
and the financial investments are redoubling. The aim is for people who seek better living condi-
tions to have a more complicated time. As a result, criminal gangs engaged in trafficking people 
constantly violate basic human rights without showing any measure of respect for human beings. 
Regardless, many people from different backgrounds try to enter Europe from many parts of the 
world. Some are lucky and succeed. Others are added to the lists of the “nameless”, as reported 
by the mass media. Many boys and girls of non-EU origin are especially vulnerable, since being 
not of legal age, they remain in Spain illegally and without documentation. In this regard, al-
though the data are somewhat imprecise, in 2007 the number of these adolescents in Spain was 
estimated at around 6,500.

Educational aims

This activity enhances the students’ empathetic ability to put themselves in the shoes young people 
who want to enter Europe. At the same time, it aims to deepen understanding of migration and some 
of its human causes and consequences. 

These aims arise from the conviction that the management of migratory flows requires the involvement 
of everyone, with conditions and strategies that are not exclusively recued to police control and cannot 
be based on the violation of some basic human rights.
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Content

 ∙ Different visions of migration (place of origin – place of reception)
 ∙ The borders
 ∙ Cultural diversity

To consider before starting the activity 

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed with the entire class.

The activity lasts 50 minutes, divided in the following way:
 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ Watching the video:  3:45 min
 ∙ Time for individual reflection:  10 – 15 min
 ∙ Time for class discussion:  25 – 30 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Video and video projector
 ∙ Internet connection
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXC2eJhjmPg
Vídeo: “Walou” d’Outlandish.

Development of the activity

First, the teacher will contextualise and explain the aims of the activity and everyone will watch the 
video together.

Then, the teacher will indicate that before beginning a class discussion, there will be a time for indi-
vidual reflection (10-15 minutes) on the content of what has been seen. Whatever is deemed appropri-
ate from the following table can be used as clues:

Places

 ∙ Port
 ∙ House
 ∙ School
 ∙ Streets
 ∙ Terrace
 ∙ Beach

Events

 ∙ Police persecution
 ∙ Returning home
 ∙ Road and walk to school
 ∙ Course of the day
 ∙ White car
 ∙ Buying and selling in the street
 ∙ Preparing for the trip
 ∙ Day of the trip

Characters 
(age, look, 
background, 
attitudes, 
facial expres-
sions and body 
language)

 ∙ Main character (boy)
 ∙ Mother
 ∙ Police
 ∙ School companions
 ∙ Friends
 ∙ Owner of the white car
 ∙ Customers

Scenes

First: “The children of the night”
Second: “A day like any other”
Third: “Undertaking the trip”
Fourth: “The trip ends”
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Time
 ∙ Day
 ∙ Night

Finally, there will be a class discussion involving everyone, stimulated and guided by the teacher. We 
recommend basing it on the following questions:

 ∙ What is happening in this video? What are the reasons for it?
 ∙ What reasons could this boy have for leaving his home in this way?
 ∙ What can he expect from his trip?
 ∙ What do you think will happen in reality if the boy reaches his final destination?
 ∙ What are the affects of the messages broadcast and published by the mass media and other outlets 

with regard to this situation (for example, the international television stations watched from North 
African countries, the tourists who visit these countries or immigrants of North African origin who 
return from vacation)?

 ∙ If we compare it with the trip taken by Carme, what different circumstances and conditions do you 
notice? Are they fair? Why or why not?

Annexes

Two social initiatives
Website of the DRARI Group for Researching Participatory Action for the Rights of the Child
http://drari-col-lectiu-iap-drets-infant.blogspot.com/

Catalunya Magrib Programme, Catalan Ministry of Social Action and Citizenship, Government of Catalonia
http://www.catalunyamagrib.cat/
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Activity 1

For thinking about the video:

 ∙ What is happening in this video? What are the reasons for it?

 ∙ What reasons could this boy have for leaving his home in this way?

 ∙ What can he expect from his trip?

 ∙ What do you think will happen in reality if the boy reaches his final destination?

 ∙ What are the affects of the messages broadcast and published by the mass media and other outlets 
with regard to this situation (for example, the international television stations watched from North 
African countries, the tourists who visit these countries or immigrants of North African origin who 
return from vacation)?

 ∙ If we compare it with the trip taken by Carme, what different circumstances and conditions do you 
notice? Are they fair? Why or why not?

Other ideas for the discussion:
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Activity 2  
The Kasbah of algiers: between tamazight 
and french

Description: The students will reflect on the situation of inequality experienced by the Tamazight 
language and identify similarities with their immediate environment.

 
Introduction

After her stay in Morocco, Carme heads for Algeria, and in particular for its capital, Algiers. The fam-
ily of Miloud, a friend of hers from Barcelona, is waiting for here there. They live in the Kasbah dis-
trict. When she enters the neighbourhood, many people come close to her and offer to be her guide, 
ensuring her it is very easy to get lost. But Carme wants to put her sense of direction to the test, 
so she decides to try to find Miloud’s family’s house based on the directions she has written down.

Despite her best efforts, she suddenly realises that she’s lost, and she becomes disoriented walking 
through the narrow streets (zniqat). At once, she hears music that sounds familiar: it’s the famous 
singer Kabil Idir! Curious, she heads to where it’s coming from and enters a bustling café. As she 
enters, she falls under the gaze of a 65-year-old man who greets her with a smile and says to her, 
in perfect French:

 — Bonjour mademoiselle, et bienvenue à notre ville! Asseyez-vous! Je vous invite à un café du blad.

 —Merci, monsieur!

Sitting together, Hadj Rabeh explains that he lives in the neighbourhood. Carme asks him why he 
speaks such refined French. Hadj answers her:

 —When I was young and had recently arrived from my village to the city of Algiers, the French 
were in charge and French was taught at school. At that time, to speak Kabyle was considered a 
mark of primitiveness that was necessary to remove. So bit by bit, without us realising it, French 
came to settle in our vocabulary. But tell me, what has brought you to the Kasbah?

 — I have a friend who lives in Barcelona. His name is Miloud, and he has always told me about the Tamazight 
language and about Idir, the singer. I have his family’s address and I’d really like to meet them.

 —All right... Well me, in Morocco, I have a daughter that I’ve only seen once in the last nine years... 
and what’s more, she had to come through France, where my son lives. Ever since they closed the 
borders between Morocco and Algeria, things have gotten complicated and many families have 
ended up getting separated.

 —Oh no! How awful!

 —Yes, but unfortunately, we Algerians are used to it... and especially the Amazigh people... 

 —By the way, could you tell me what song that was playing before?
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 — It’s called “A Vava Inouva”.

 —Yes... I remember now that when I was talking with Miloud, he told me that it’s based on an 
Amazigh legend from Kabylie... it’s about a girl named Ghriba who asks her old father Inouva 
to open the door for her to go out... because she was afraid... right?

 —Wow! Tamazight classes in Europe! But what good could they do there if they’re not even useful 
here? Look at les journaux; they’re in French and Arabic!

 —Why do you say that? Don’t you know how many people are aware of the subject, all thanks 
to the work of the Amazigh people living abroad? And many of them were not even born in 
Tamazight-speaking lands...

 —Look... young lady... I’ve lost faith in the cause... But listening to you gives me some air of 
hope... Do you know what it’s like to not be able to breathe?

 —Hm... I can only imagine...

 —Well, this is how people feel when they aren’t able to fully enjoy their linguistic identity... Any-
way, I think it’s time to go. There’s a boy outside coming toward us and I’m sure he belongs to 
your friend’s family. He looks tired of waiting and has probably decided to leave to look for you. 
I had a great time chatting with you, mademoiselle!

 —Oh! The pleasure is mine... Thank you Aammi (in Tamazight and in the variants of Arabic spoken 
in countries such as Algeria, Egypt and Morocco, Aammi means “uncle”, and is used to show 
respect and appreciation for someone). Hadj Rabeh, thanks for your time. It’s been a pleasure.  

Notes on the context

Algeria is a country in which a conflict has been going on for more than 40 years. The Mediterranean, 
a maritime area that has fostered different channels of exchange and relations, has also been a place 
that has given rise to various conflicts. In fact, there are still active conflicts in Palestine and Cyprus.

The term kasbah comes from the Arabic al-Qasbah, which means “fortress”. The Kasbah of Algiers 
is the largest district in the city and is located in its historic centre. It was built 10 centuries ago, 
and the fact that it higher than the rest of the city allows people to watch the coastlines. Today, the 
Kasbah is isolated from the immense growth that the city of Algiers has recently experienced, and 
inside we can still find a triangle of 50 hectares of labyrinth-like streets, staircases and white walls. 
In 1992 it was declared World Heritage by UNESCO, and even though it suffered different attacks 
throughout its history, it has three large mosques: Ketchaova (12th century), Djemmá el Djedid 
(1930) and the oldest, built in the 11th century: Kebir.

Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim. The first is for the students to learn about the vulnerable situation of 
the Tamazight language, in detail and from a critical and thoughtful point of view; and the second is 
for them to identify similar aspects in their own immediate environment.
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Content

 ∙ Linguistic diversity
 ∙ The critical situation of the Tamazight language
 ∙ Repercussions and relations between politics and language
 ∙ Human rights

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students.

When the teacher forms the groups, it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, back-
ground, abilities, etc.).

The activity covers two sessions, each lasting 50 minutes and divided in the following way:

First session
 ∙ Explaining the activity and reading the dialogue:  10 min
 ∙ Work in groups:  40 min

Second session
 ∙ Presentation and class discussion:  50 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection

Development of the activity

First session

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and read the dialogue between Carme and Hadj 
Rabeh the entire class.

 ∙ Next, the teacher will ask groups of four to five students to reply to the following questions. To do 
this, the students will need to have access to the information found in the annexes.

 —What languages are currently spoken in Algeria? Which are official? 

 —What is the current situation of the Tamazight language?

 —In the conversation between Carme and Hadj Rabeh, the latter often uses French words. What 
danger does this pose to languages such as Tamazight? What other dangers does the language face?

 —What does Hadj Rabeh think of his mother tongue? Why?

 —What possible solutions can you think of in order to recognise and bolster the use of Tamazight?
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 —Who is Idir? What is his cause? What does his name mean? 

 —When studying the lyrics of Idir’s song, what jumps out at us? Why? Are there parallels between 
the dialogue and the lyrics of the song? 

 —Could you identify and relate everything you’ve worked on until now with real examples in your 
school, neighbourhood, environment, etc.? Could you do this while making some kind of proposal?

 —Based on the work done so far, what aspects and situations are new? Do they surprise you? Why 
or why not?

Second session

 ∙ This second session will consist of a presentation made by the groups after working on the previous 
session of exploration and reflection.

 ∙ The teacher will lead a discussion to identify the information covered (description) and the reflec-
tions and proposals that come from it (analysis). It is important to stress the identification of situ-
ations and examples from the students’ immediate environment.

Annexes

Annex 1

Information on Kabylie
http://www.kabyle.com/print/616
http://www.kabyle.com/sites/default/files/carte_kabylie.gif

Website of the Algerian Ministry of Culture: Status of the languages
http://www.m-culture.gov.dz/ 

Annex 2

Supplementary information on a singer and an athlete
http://zierzo.wordpress.com/2007/05/22/matoub-lounes-la-voix-de-le-kabyle/
Matoub Lounes 

http://www.zidane.fr/homepage.html
Zinedine Zidane

Annex 3

http://www.unesco.org/courier/2000_04/sp/doss13.htm
Information on Kabil Idir
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a Vava Inouva

Txilek elli yi n taburt a Vava Inouva 
I beg you father Inouva to open the door for me

Ccencen tizebgatin-im a yelli Ghriba 
Oh my daughter Ghriba, make your bracelets ring 

Ugadegh lwahc elghaba a Vava Inouva 
I’m afraid of the monster in the forest, father Inouva

Ugadegh ula d nekkini a yelli Ghriba 
I’m afraid too, oh my daughter Ghriba

Amghar yedel deg wbernus
Di tesga la yezzizin 

Grandfather is hiding in his burnoose
It’s heating up in the distance

Mmis yethebbir i lqut
ussan deg wqarru-s tezzin 

His children are worried about earning a living (material life) 
(While) the days come and go through his head 

Tislit zdeffir uzetta
Tessallay tijebbadin 

His daughter-in-law (seated) behind the sewing machine
Adjusts the metal braces

Arrac ezzin d i tamghart
A sen teghar tiqdimin 

The children surround grandmother
who teaches them about things of the past

Txilek elli yi n taburt a Vava Inouva 
I beg you father Inouva to open the door for me

Ccencen tizebgatin-im a yelli Ghriba 
Oh my daughter Ghriba, make your bracelets ring

Ugadegh lwahc elghaba a Vava Inouva 
I’m afraid of the monster in the forest, father Inouva

Ugadegh ula d nekkini a yelli Ghriba 
I’m afraid too, oh my daughter Ghriba

Idir – a Vava Inouva (1976)

To listen to it: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-CkDWYUIKM
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Annex 4

Reference website that classifies languages according to their geographic location  
http://www.ethnologue.com/
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Activity 2 (1st session)

Working in groups:

 ∙ What languages are currently spoken in Algeria? Which are official? Do you know one of these lan-
guages or someone who speaks them?

 ∙ What is the current situation of the varieties of the Tamazight language? 

 ∙ In the conversation between Carme and Hadj Rabeh, the latter often uses French words. What ef-
fects does this linguistic approach have on languages such as Tamazight? 

 ∙ What does Hadj Rabeh think of his mother tongue? Why?

 ∙ What possible solutions can you think of in order to recognise and bolster the use of Tamazight? 

 ∙ Who is Idir? What is his cause? What does his name mean? 

 ∙ When studying the lyrics of Idir’s song, what jumps out at us? Why? Are there parallels between the 
dialogue and the lyrics of the song?

 ∙ Could you identify and relate everything you’ve worked on until now with real examples in your 
school, neighbourhood, environment, etc.?

 ∙ Based on the work done so far, what aspects and situations are new? Do they surprise you? Why or why not?
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Activity 2 (2nd session)

For discussion

Informacion gathered:

Reflections:

Proposals:
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Activity 3  
Tunisia: sustainable tourism for recognising 
languages

Description: The students will reflect on global tourism’s impact on the linguistic, cultural and 
economic situation in a local context.

 
Introduction

Carme arrives in Tunisia, where she meets a group of tourists with beach gear, and they invite her to 
join them on their trip through Tunisia. Carme asks them what they have planned and they tell her 
that they want to visit beaches, tour marketplaces and take photographs of the local inhabitants of 
the different places they’ll visit. Carme thinks about this and tells herself that these aren’t typical 
tourists but travellers who like to learn about the people who live in the places they visit: their tastes, 
their language and aspects of their culture and history... This could lead to her understanding, in some 
manner, why she has found such a paradisiacal city so close to different contexts she has seen before. 
Meanwhile, she is surprised to discover that most of the local people she meets speak French. She 
asks herself: Isn’t Arabic the official language?

Notes on the context

Tunisia is located in land that was occupied by Carthage in ancient times. It has always been a region char-
acterised by intense intercultural exchange, a place where merchants and sailors have come and been 
welcomed. In 1893, Tunisia became a French protectorate, but it achieved independence in 1956. Today, 
although 22% of its population works in agriculture and 34% in the fishing industry, approximately the 
remaining 43% works in the service sector, in which tourism-related activities are prominent. With regard 
to the language, despite being a country composed mainly of Arab and Amazigh populations, French and 
Arabic are taught at school. For example, most signs in public spaces (such as roads) are written in French. 

Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim. First, it analyses the occurrence of linguistic use and borrowing due 
to economic and political factors. Second, students should identify two types of tourism (conventional 
tourism and another, more interesting variety due to its linguistic and cultural aspects) and ask them-
selves about impacts on linguistic diversity when they travel.

Content

 ∙ Linguistic diversity
 ∙ The relations between economic and political factors and language
 ∙ Tourism’s impact on linguistic and cultural diversity

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.
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This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students.

When the teacher forms the groups, it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, back-
ground, abilities, etc.).

The activity lasts 50 minutes, divided in the following way:
 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ Time for working in groups:  20 min
 ∙ Time for class reflection/discussion:  25 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection and grid

Development of the activity

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and the groups will form. The teacher will tell the 
students to imagine they will be going to Tunisia as an end-of-year trip. Moreover, they will be as-
signed the following roles: the role of a conventional tourist or the role of an experiential tourist. 

 ∙ To give direction to each role, the teacher can explain by making reference to:

 —Conventional tourism: This entails purchasing a travel package that includes airfare, hotel ac-
commodation in a nice area, dinners and access to night-time services at the same hotel, as 
well as guided, pre-organised tours to famous places in the area, which include lunch.

 —Experiential tourism: The tourists simply buy their plane tickets and a tourist guidebook.

 ∙ Next, the students, in groups, should imagine and comment on how they would prepare for their 
trip and how the trip would unravel in the destination. To make this easier, we recommend that they 
use the following grid:

Conventional tourism Experiential tourism

 ∙ How much would 
the trip cost?

 ∙ How would you 
get the neces-
sary information 
to make the trip?

 ∙ What problems 
could come up 
during prepara-
tions (proce-
dures, permit 
management, 
contacts with 
people, etc.)?
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Conventional tourism Experiential tourism

 ∙ How do you 
think you might 
create links, re-
lationships and 
friendships?

 ∙ In what lan-
guage or lan-
guages would 
you communi-
cate?

 ∙ What relation 
would you have 
with the lan-
guages and cul-
ture of Tunisia?

 ∙ Do you think 
you could have 
any kind of 
impact on the 
culture and 
languages of 
Tunisia?

 ∙ Then, a representative from each group will read their answers to the other students and the teacher 
will lead a time for discussion and reflection. Here, the students will need to study the advantages 
and disadvantages of each tourist role with regard to the linguistic and cultural identity of the des-
tination context (impact, conservation and sustainability).

Annexes

Annex 1 

 ∙ Examples of tourism promotion in Tunisia

Tunisian National Tourism Office: Official website
http://www.tourismtunisia.com/

Tunisian National Tourism Office in Italy
http://www.tunisiaturismo.it/benvenuti.asp 
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Examples of promotional images that appear on the site:
  

  

Tunisian National Tourism Office in France
http://www.bonjour-tunisie.com/bonjour_tunisie.cfm
You can find other options on this website, such as cultural tourism.

Annex 2 

 ∙ Different articles related with the subject

http://www.destino-tunez.com/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=1000

New tourism projects

Tunisia is now regarded as the top Arab and African destination in terms of tourism, and is classified 
among the thirty most popular destinations in the world...

03/09/2009 – Tourism is the second most vital contributor to the Tunisian economy, representing 
6% of the GDP and accounting for more than 380,000 jobs. The development of tourism in Tunisia 
is conceived as an economic opportunity, a choice and also a future need. Therefore, various projects 
have been implemented in various regions:
Bizert: a more dynamic tourist zone
Bizert, dubbed the Venice of Tunisia, is preparing to take off, and in a few years it will cease to be 
a second-rate tourist zone and assume the top rank with a large and high-quality city, all thanks to 
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implementation of the ‘Marina Cabo 3000’ project, at a cost of 179 million dinars, which began last 
9 July. This project is part of a development strategy that includes 35 investment ideas for cultural, 
ecological, health and recreational tourism in the region, as well as the creation of museums, exploita-
tion of the ecological site around Lake Echkeul, the promotion of Sejnane pottery and of cultural and 
historical tourism in El Alia and Ghar El Melh, and of rural tourism at Mateur, in addition to carrying 
out projects in recreational areas and making use of the thermal waters of the region. The project 
also includes the creation of two sports centres, a vocational training centre for maritime trades, an 
integrated tourist resort at Kef Abed and the use of itineraries for exploring the islands of the north, 
particularly the Galite archipelago and nearby islands. In order to promote these ideas and projects 
among Tunisian and foreign investors, the regional authorities of Bizert are engaged in creating a 
tourism study and development company that brings together various economic stakeholders from the 
region in coordination with national structures.
Kerkennah: the Sidi Fenkhal eco-tourism zone. A new tourism project will also be unveiled on the 
island of Kerkennah, to include fitting out the external infrastructure of the future eco-tourism zone 
of Sidi Fenkhal, in Kerkennah. The works that have recently begun include building a road to connect 
to the project site, digging a well and linking it with a desalination plant. Procedures are currently 
underway to select proposals for creating a sewerage system, work on which should begin before the 
end of the year. It is also anticipated that the Sidi Fenkhal eco-tourism zone will have green spaces 
ideal for tourists and a hotel accommodation capacity of 3,000 beds.

http://www.destino-tunez.com/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=981

Revenue from tourism increases despite the crisis

Revenue from the tourism sector has registered 4% growth during the January-July period in 2009

07/08/2009 – Revenue from the tourism sector has registered 4% growth during the January-July 
period in 2009. This growth contrasts with the situation in other Mediterranean countries, which have 
registered drops on the order of 20 to 30% due to the current global economic and financial crisis.
This data was announced by the Minister of Tourism, Khelil Laajimi, in a speech given during the open 
day organised by the Ariana section of the Constitutional Democratic Rally party.
Laajimi noted that despite the 5.8% decline in the number of nights spent by tourists, the Central 
Bank of Tunisia’s most recent report indicates that revenue derived from tourism registered a growth 
of 4% since 20 July in comparison with the same period from the year prior.
The number of tourists during the first six months of this year increased by 1%, reaching 2.9 million 
tourists, according to figures put forward by the Ministry of Tourism. It should be noted that around 7 
million tourists visited Tunisia in 2008.
The French formed the first group of tourists (other than North Africans), with 620,000 tourists from 
among the 1.5 million Europeans who chose Tunisia.
Revenue from tourism registered in July reached 1.39 billion dinars.
Overall, Tunisian tourism revenue has reached that of the previous year (2008): 3.3 billion dinars 
compared with 3 billion dinars in 2007.
This year, the Ministry of Tourism hopes to maintain the same level of revenue as in 2008, considering 
such an accomplishment a success in the context of economic crisis and stagnation in the eurozone.
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http://www.tvturismo.com/noticias/turismo-en-tunez-a-lo-star-wars.html

Tourism in Tunisia, “Star Wars”-style

20 February 2008
The Tunisian tourism industry aims to be more than “sun and sand”, and the government of Tunisia is 
outfitting the castles of the province of Tataouine, where George Lucas filmed a part of Star Wars, and 
which even gave its name to the home planet of Anakin and Luke Skywalker, Tatooine.
The main castles are located around 600 kilometres south of Tunis. They were previously used to store 
essential foodstuffs for consumption by the population but are now planned to be restored; not just to 
be visited but to provide accommodation for the tourists who visit Tataouine.
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Activity 3

Time for discussion and reflection:

Advantages of 
conventional tourism

Disadvantages of 
conventional tourism

Advantages of 
experiential tourism

Disadvantages of 
experiential tourism

Which of these tips would you take into account when travelling to an unknown place? Why? 

 ∙ Search for information on the peoples you would find there, their cultures and their languages.

 ∙ Buy a dictionary or conversation manual of one of the languages spoken there. In this case, which 
language would you choose (the one most similar to your own, the most different, one of the most 
spoken, an official one, one in danger of extinction)?

 ∙ Study one of the languages that are spoken there. In this case, which language would you choose 
(the one most similar to your own, the most different, one of the most spoken, an official one, one 
in danger of extinction)?

 ∙ Search for music from the place you want to visit, try to learn a song and imitate the pronunciation.
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Activity 4  
Tripoli: between past and present

Description: After researching different information, the students will relate the political sphere 
with linguistic diversity.

 
Introduction

Carme arrives in Tripoli, the capital of Libya. This is a special place for her. She finds herself in the 
middle of a desert area and recalls a book that she read a few months ago. The title is Desert Encoun-
ter, and it was written in 1931 by Knud Holmboe, a brave Danish journalist who travelled through the 
deserts of Libya and other parts of North Africa. He did so in a 4x4 vehicle of the time, and by leaving 
the roads and motorways and heading off into the desert, he was able to get acquainted with differ-
ent communities that lived there. From his daily observations made during his stays with indigenous 
peoples, he learned about their harsh reality. The atmosphere was violent due to acts of genocide 
committed by the Italian colonial administrators. Carme remembers the denunciatory character of the 
book and tells herself: How fortunate, and yet how infuriating to learn about such situations, since the 
Italian government banned the book immediately after it was published.

Notes on the context

Libya is a nation in North Africa bordered by different countries: to the east by Egypt, to the southeast 
by Sudan, to the south by Chad and Niger, to the west by Algeria and to the northwest by Tunisia. It is 
home to the ancient historic regions of Tripolitania, Cyrenaica and Fezzan.
Different Mediterranean cultures have left their mark here, and recent archaeological findings have led 
to the conclusion that it was already inhabited during the Stone Age and the Bronze Age. Paintings 
and engravings have been found that demonstrate the presence of civilisations in the 10th century BC; 
these were probably contemporary with the first Pharaonic dynasties of Egypt.

Libya is the fourth-largest country in Africa and its population mostly lives along the coastal strip 
(Tripoli).

Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim. First, the students will learn about and critically study the phenom-
enon of colonialism. At the same time, they will identify the relations that exist among the political 
sphere, recognition of linguistic diversity and human rights.

Content

 ∙ Linguistic inequalities
 ∙ Violations of human rights

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.
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This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students.

When the teacher forms the groups, it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, back-
ground, abilities, etc.).

The activity covers two sessions, each lasting 50 minutes and divided in the following way:

First session

 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ Reading and commenting on the brief passage:  10 min
 ∙ Research work:  35 min 
    
Second session

 ∙ Presentation and class discussion:  50 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection

Development of the activity

First session

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and the groups will form.

 ∙ Next, the teacher will read the following passage taken from the book Desert Encounter to the entire 
class, aiming to contextualise the meaning of this work by Knud Holmboe.

The boat headed north; towards the luxury and comfort which civilization 
has created. But as I gazed at the African coast receding slowly from sight 
my heart ached for the poor, hardy people whom I had learned to know, and 
for their hopeless struggle. Perhaps justice will be victorious some day... 
a justice which is not a rapacious lust for power but one that radiates the 
urge to comprehend all that is beautiful on the whole earth.  

From the book Desert Encounter, by Knud Holmboe

 ∙ Then, two types of tasks will be assigned equitably among the groups. Doing research based on the 
information in the annexes, some groups will answer questions that refer to Libya’s colonial past, 
while others will answer questions on the situation of the Tamazight language in Libya. Afterward, 
the following issues will be raised:

 ∙ Go to the website www.ethnologue.com and search for information on the languages spoken in Libya.

 ∙ How many are there? What are they?

 ∙ To what degree are they recognised?
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 ∙ How many people speak them?

 ∙ Are they languages that use the same writing system? (What kind do they use (alphabet, syllabary, 
ideographic system, etc.)?

 ∙ Look up a phrase or word in one of these languages.

Second session

 ∙ In this session, the groups will reveal the results of their different research tasks. We recommend 
that the teacher lead this activity in order to identify similarities and differences.

 ∙ Next, a discussion will take place in which students will reflect on the implications that exist be-
tween politics and linguistic diversity. Certain historical aspects and the relations they still have 
with the present should also be identified.

Annexes 

Annex 1

 ∙ Information on Libya

“Italy apologises to Libya for colonisation and will compensate it with 5 billion USD”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/130346.stm (English)

“Italian colonisation of Libya”: clip from the film The Lion of the Sahara by Mustapha Akkad
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wc8oodru-WY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUhYnjxTFxw 

 ∙ Information on Knud Holmboe

The book Desert Encounter: An Adventurous Journey through North Africa
http://www.knud-holmboe.com/biography.html
http://www.knud-holmboe.com/books/knud_biography.pdf
http://www.knud-holmboe.com/books/Desert%20Encounter-with%20images.pdf

Photographs from his travels
http://www.knud-holmboe.com/dansk/d_photos.html

Annex 2

 ∙ Information on the situation of the Tamazight language in Libya

http://www.kabylia.info/ 

 ∙  “Thoughts on the Tamazight language”

http://www.puntintercanvi.org/castella/pdf/doc3_2.pdf
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Annex 3

 ∙ Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)

http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/ (English)

 ∙ Supplementary information:

http://www.hrw.org/

Annex 4

 ∙ Cartoons on the situation of the Tamazight language:

http://www.tawalt.com/
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Activity 4 (1st session)

The boat headed north; towards the luxury and comfort which civilization 
has created. But as I gazen at the Africa coast receding slowly from sight 
my heart ached for the poor, hardy people whom I had learned to know, and 
for their hopeless struggle. Perhaps justice will be victorious some day... a 
justice wich is not a rapacious lust for power but one that radiates the urge 
to comprehend all that is beautiful on the whole earth. 

From the book Desert Encounter, by Knud Holmboe

 ∙ Go to the website www.ethnologue.com and search for information on the languages spoken in 
Libya:

 ∙ How many are there? What are they?

 ∙ To what degree are they recognised?

 ∙ How many people speak them?

 ∙ Are they languages that use the same writing system? What kind do they use (alphabet, syllabary, 
ideographic system, etc.)?

 ∙ Look up a phrase or word in one of these languages and write it here:
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Activity 5  
Alexandria: the virus of linguistic uniformity

Descripció: A partir del relat d’un somni, els estudiants reflexionaran sobre les conseqüències de 
l’homogeneïtzació lingüística.

Introduction

Carme is amazed at everything she has seen. In addition to picking up a few words of Tamazight, she 
is discovering the importance of languages for travelling and exploring the world. What’s more, she has 
just arrived at a destination shrouded in myth: Alexandria! 

She decides to go to the famous Library of Alexandria, and her curiosity is so great that she gets lost 
among its aisles. After several hours spent reading and flipping through books, she feels sleepy... She 
has lost her sense of time... She stops, crawls under a table and falls asleep...

Carme dreams that a grandmother is telling stories to her grandson while he watches her attentively, with wide 
eyes, absorbing each and every word. He sits on the ground while his grandmother is sitting in an old wicker 
chair.
His grandmother passes all her knowledge on to him through her words. Throughout his childhood, this boy 
has grown and been fed with stories, and he is avidly interested in reading. As if she were travelling through 
time, Carme suddenly understands that it is the year 2145, well into the post-digital and post-Internet age, 
and that in a few years the grandson will be the new director of the renovated e-Library of Alexandria 3.0. In 
digital news journals dated 1 October 2145, Carme reads: “World opening of new e-Library 3.0”. Now a man, 
the grandson appears, as does a very strange computer. Carme doesn’t understand what is happening, because 
she has been to the Library of Alexandria and she remembers the books, touching them and smelling them. 
She asks herself: “How could someone experience a library through a computer?”
But in the post-digital age, this is natural and common. At this time, books no longer exist and people only use 
electronic documents, which can be viewed and read by using adapted computers. As a measure of sustain-
ability, printing on paper is now forbidden.
Suddenly, the dream ends with a headline from another story: “Computer virus attacks computers of the Li-
brary of Alexandria. The results are devastating: all documents are instantly translated into a single language”.

Notes on the context

Alexandria was founded by Alexander the Great in 332 BC. Enjoying a strategic port location, it be-
came the cultural centre of the Ancient World after a few years and ended up becoming capital of the 
Graeco-Roman Empire. Alexander was interested in other cultures and types of knowledge, and some 
history books tell that he encouraged his generals and soldiers to marry Persian and Indian women. 
When the Library of Alexandria opened in 331 BC, it was one of the first places in the world where 
people interested in knowledge could come together to study the explanations and history of the age. 
Alexandria became the most important city in the Western world; merchants and travellers from the 
rest of the world flocked there, making it a place for welcoming and exchanging knowledge among 
Greeks, Arabs, Egyptians, Syrians, Hebrews, Persians, Nubians, Phoenicians, Romans, Gauls and 
Iberians. It was probably at this time that the idea of cosmopolitanism acquired real meaning, since 
the people were not identified as belonging to a single nation in particular, but to the whole cosmos.
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Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim: to learn about and study the unifying aspect of languages as tools for 
transmitting knowledge on one hand, and the danger of linguistic uniformity on the other.

Content

 ∙ The richness of linguistic diversity
 ∙ The dangers of linguistic uniformity
 ∙ The purposes of languages

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed with the entire class.

The activity lasts 55 minutes, divided in the following way:
 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ The story of Carme’s dream:  5 min
 ∙ Time for individual reflection:  15 min
 ∙ Time for class discussion:  30 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection (if applicable)

Development of the activity

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and read Carme’s dream to the entire class.

 ∙ Individually, the students will be asked what they think when considering the following questions:

 —If you were the grandmother, which language would you use to speak to your grandson?

 —Do you really think it’s possible that one day we will all speak the same language? Would that 
be a gain or a loss?

 —Thinking about the virus, into which language do you think that all the documents would be 
translated? Why?

 —Do you think that having only one language in the world could be tantamount to social equality? 
Why or why not?

 —Then, the teacher will stimulate a discussion based on the issues above.
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Annexes

Annex 1

 ∙ Supplementary information for teachers before beginning the activity

Ribeiro, Augusto Gonçalves, “The Importance of Sociolinguistics to Language Teaching”, in the pro-
ceedings of the 2nd Brazilian Congress of Hispanists, 2002, São Paulo, São Paulo (SPSPSP, Brazil) 
[online], 2002 [cited 24 October 2009]
http://www.proceedings.scielo.br/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=MSC00000000120020001000
11&lng=en&nrm=iso

Badia, Toni, “The social impact of technology on language”
http://www.ub.edu/cusc/lsc/articles/badia.pdf

Bjeljac-Babic, Ranka, “6,000 languages: an embattled heritage”
http://www.unesco.org/courier/2000_04/uk/doss01.htm (English)

Annex 2

 ∙ Images of the Library of Alexandria

Source: http://zaken1.files.wordpress.com/2009/03/antigua-biblioteca-de-alejandria.jpg
Source: http://www.diariodenavarra.es/actualidad/20060407/fotos/2006040701352503_300.jpg

Source: http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2172/2380383136_dbaeaaf0de.jpg

Ancient text preserved at the Library of Alexandria

The Modern Library of Alexandria
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Annex 3

 ∙ Index Translationum is a list of translated books from all over the world: an international bibliogra-
phy of translations. It totals more than 1,800,000 works from UNESCO Member States.

http://portal.unesco.org/culture/en/ev.php-URL_ID=7810&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION= 
201.html (English)

Annex 4

 ∙ Linguistic rights according to UNESCO: http://www.unesco.org/most/ln1.htm (English) 
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Activity 5

Individual reflections:

 ∙ If you were the grandmother, which language would you use to speak to your grandson?

 ∙ Do you really think it’s possible that one day we will all speak the same language? Would that be a 
gain or a loss?

 ∙ Thinking about the virus, into which language do you think that all the documents would be trans-
lated? Why?

 ∙ Do you think that having only one language in the world could be tantamount to social equality? 
Why or why not?
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Activity 6  
Jerusalem: diversity and multiple identities

Description: After learning about the enormous linguistic and religious diversity of the city of Je-
rusalem, the students will create a life history to identify situations of multiple identities in their 
immediate environment.

“Strolling through the cobbled streets of the Holy City, it is easy to happen upon Roman Catholics rec-
reating the Stations of the Cross with rented crosses while their friends take digital photos; evangelists 
reading passages from the Bible aloud and trying to convert anyone who passes by; Greek, Russian 
and Syriac Orthodox Christians – and even Armenian and Ethiopian Christians and Copts – visiting 
their respective places of worship, all of which share the Holy Sepulchre in common; Muslims from 
around the world worshipping at the Dome of the Rock shrine and praying at Al-Aqsa Mosque; Jews 
coming from the four corners of the Earth reciting the Torah before the Wailing Wall and tucking pieces 
of paper bearing prayers among the cracks: all of this can be seen in a couple of hours and within the 
Ottoman walls that delimit the old city of Jerusalem.”

Jordi Raich, Guerres de plàstic. El conflicte quotidià entre palestins i israelians
Editorial Cossetània, Barcelona, 2008

“The recommendations adopted by the United Nations and UNESCO highlight the importance of pre-
senting the richness and the contribution of all religions, beliefs and convictions, as well as the pos-
sibilities of multi-religious cooperation. The UNESCO Centre of Catalonia is a secular institution, but it 
respects and esteems religion, defends the right to religious freedom and promotes interfaith dialogue. It 
aims to raise awareness in society of the importance of religious diversity, mutual understanding, respect 
and dialogue among religions as a mechanism for contributing to social cohesion and peace.”
“Linguapax - UNESCOCAT believes it is indispensable to increase awareness and promote the value of 
linguistic pluralism in order to foster human coexistence, which is why it has channelled its activities in 
this field since 2001 through an international network headquartered in Barcelona which originates in 
a UNESCO programme.”

UNESCOCAT, 2009

Introduction

Having said goodbye to Alexandria, Carme decides to visit one of the most legendary cities of the region: 
Jerusalem. There, different religions such as Christianity, Judaism and Islam have coexisted for many 
years. She begins to stroll through its streets, and one of the things that surprises her the most is see-
ing that the Jews, Christians and Muslims have their own languages and alphabets. She even meets a 
fellow from the Armenian community who uses his own alphabet, different from the rest. Intrigued by 
the idea of learning a new alphabet, she collects different written works from bookstores and shops but 
soon realises that it is impossible to read and understand them. She intends to go on learning new words 
and alphabets in order to continue communicating and thereby take maximum advantage of her travels.

Notes on the context

The word which gives its name to the city that Carme is visiting has different transcriptions and mean-
ings according to the language being used. For example, in Hebrew it is  (Yerushalàyim, or 
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Yerushalaim); in Latin Hierosolyma; in Greek Ιεροσόλυμα (Ierosólyma) or Ιερουσαλήμ, (Ierusalēm); 
in Arabic سدقلا ميلشروأ (Urshalim al-Quds – “Jerusalem the Holy”); and the transcription of the He-
brew name is Urshalim: ميلشروأ

This diversity is no accident, since throughout its long history Jerusalem has witnessed the coming 
and goings of Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Persians, Macedonians, Romans, Mamluks, Otto-
mans, Britons, etc. Each group has left traces there, and in 1981 the Old City and its Walls were de-
clared World Heritage by UNESCO. Drawing on its deep historical legacy, today’s Jerusalem expresses 
and is described in terms of its religious, cultural and linguistic diversity. While it is true that the three 
main monotheistic religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam) are in the majority, the city is also home 
to Buddhists, followers of the Bahá’í faith, Hindus, Sikhs, agnostics and atheists. 

When travelling there, we notice different languages and their variants (such as Arabic, Hebrew, Rus-
sian, English, Spanish, Judaeo-Spanish, Domari, Armenian, Persian, Yiddish, Amharic, etc.).

Whereas the Islamic and Jewish faiths have only used the Arabic and Hebrew languages – respectively 
– in their sacred texts, Christianity has used all languages, from Antiquity to the present day.

Educational aims 

This activity has a two-fold aim. First, the students will learn about, study and critically reflect on the 
importance of religious, linguistic and cultural diversity in a local context. Second, the activity will 
encourage them to take a reflective and critical stance with regard to the complexities of identity. This 
can come about through formulating proposals for coexistence and through dialogue in a historically 
and politically charged context.

Content

 ∙ Cultural, linguistic and religious diversity
 ∙ Intercultural and interfaith dialogue
 ∙ Stereotypes and prejudices
 ∙ Multiple identities
 ∙ The interaction between local and global contexts
 ∙ Cohabitation in shared spaces

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students.

When the teacher forms the groups, it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, back-
ground, abilities, etc.).

The activity covers two sessions, each lasting 50 minutes and divided in the following way:
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First session

 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ Explanation of the grid and reading the paragraph:  15 min  
 ∙ Creation of a life history:  20 min    

Second session

 ∙ Presentation and class discussion:  50 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection, grid and photographs 

Development of the activity:

First session

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and the groups will form.

 ∙ Next, two examples will be given so that the students become aware of the diversity present in Je-
rusalem in terms of culture, language, religion and identity. A grid will be shown and the students 
will need to pay attention to the different colours that compose it: red for religions and beliefs and 
blue for languages. Then, a paragraph will be read from Jordi Raich’s book Guerres de plàstic. El 
conflicte quotidià entre palestins i israelians, in which he makes reference to multiple identities. 
The teacher can also use the other information that appears in Annexes 1 and 2.

FE BAHÁ’Í ISLAM JUDAEO-SPANISH

JUDAISM
PALESTINIAN 

ARABIC
ARMENIAN

CHRISTIANITY HEBREW ENGLISH

AGNOSTICS/
ATHEISTS

DOMARI RUSSIAN

Jacques is an Arab, and above all a Palestinian. Like most Palestinians, he lives in territory occu-
pied by the Israelis since 1967. In Jacques’ case, he resides – as I do – in East Jerusalem, which 
the Israeli government does not consider occupied at all, but Israeli territory and – together with the 
other half of the city – the capital of the Jewish state. Jacques is not a Muslim like most Palestin-
ians; he belongs to a Catholic minority. Officially, Jacques’ nationality is Jordanian, or at least that 
is what his only passport says – a legacy of the 1948 post-war period when this part of Jerusalem 
was under Jordan’s control. Yet today, Jacques lives in East Jerusalem thanks to the Palestinian 
residence card provided by the Israeli government. This is one of the identities most sought after by 
the Palestinians, because unlike the West Bank or Gaza residence card, the East Jerusalem resi-
dence card allows him to travel throughout Israel and get access to Israeli services, while the other 
identities mean imprisonment in the West Bank or Gaza. One of Jacques and Siham’s daughters 
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studies in Italy; another, in France; the third, at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; the fourth, at 
the Arab University of Jerusalem (Al-Quds University); and the youngest at the Jerusalem Ameri-
can International School. But as if that wasn’t enough, Jacques’ family is originally from Haifa, a 
coastal city that is part of the Hebrew state today. His parents still live in Haifa, and belong to over 
a million Palestinians who were not successfully expelled from their lands during the war of 1948 
by the newly established state of Israel, and who hold Israeli nationality today. Therefore, it is hardly 
surprising that it is easier to catch a fish than it is to grasp the feelings and identities of the Abdul-
lah family, often as mixed up and contradictory as the situation in this region.
I ask him: “Who are you, Jacques? You are Palestinian, Catholic, of Jordanian nationality, you live 
in land occupied by Israel, your parents are Arabs of Israeli nationality and your daughters speak 
French, Italian, English and Hebrew better than Arabic.”

 ∙ Next, each group will be tasked with creating a brief life history in which they will demonstrate the 
multiple identities that characterise our society, as well as linguistic and religious diversity. To ac-
complish this, each group will be given a photograph of a person around whom the life history will 
focus. The students should imagine that the people in the photographs live in their own neighbour-
hood, but share the fact that they were born in Jerusalem. To give guidance to the content of each 
life history, we recommend they include linguistic aspects, participation in civic centres or cultural 
centres and/or the profession of each one of them. We recommend that the teacher refer to the 
information that appears in Annex 3 to give even more context to this task.

Irina Kozlov

Assaf Negat

Nabil Said

Lauren Grodstein
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Second session

 ∙ One member of each group will read the created life story to the rest of the class.

 ∙ Next, the teacher will lead a time for reflection and class discussion. Here, we recommend that 
similarities and differences be identified among the life histories, as well as the projection of ste-
reotyped images in the case that it is necessary. In addition, the students will need to identify each 
person’s capabilities and possibilities stemming from having multiple identities.

Annexes

Annex 1

 ∙ Religions: symbols of humanity

“What happens in Jerusalem affects the whole world.” These words by the historian Franco Cardini 
explain, like few others, the symbolic importance that the city holds for the three Mediterranean 
monotheistic religions, as well as the universal influence that it has acquired.

For the Jews, Jerusalem is the symbol of their faith, the city where King David delivered the Ark, 
which contained the tablets of the Covenant. Jerusalem, the city of the Temple, destroyed and re-
built, bears permanent witness to the link between the people and its god.

Jerusalem is also the centre of the Holy Land for Christians; the place where Jesus lived, died and 
was resurrected; the Son of God, who became a man to redeem the sins of the world.

The Muslims dubbed Jerusalem “the Holy City” (Al-Quds). The Muslim tradition – shared with the 
Hebrews – claims that it was here, where the Dome of the Rock now stands, that Abraham prepared 
to sacrifice his own son. This is the same city that Muhammad visited in his dreams, and from 
which he ascended to Heaven, mounted on a steed.

To expand on this information, you can visit the following websites:

Fe Bahá’í: http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/bahai/
Coptic Christianity: http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/christianity/subdivisions/coptic_1.shtml 
Syriac Orthodox Church: http://sor.cua.edu/ChTod/index.html (English)
At the website of the UNESCO Centre of Catalonia (www.unescocat.org), you can find materials and 
documents to work on interfaith dialogue in the classroom. The site also offers workshops for educa-
tion centres.

Annex 2

 ∙ Linguistic diversity

To expand on this information, you can visit the following websites:
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Judaeo-Spanish: 
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=lad 
http://www15.gencat.cat/pres_casa_llengues/AppJava/frontend/llengues_detall.jsp?id=96&idioma=1

Domari: http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=rmt
http://www.linguamundi.cat/Content/fitxa.php?id=20663

Armenian: http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=hye 
http://www15.gencat.cat/pres_casa_llengues/AppJava/frontend/llengues_detall.jsp?id=298&idioma=1

The peoples and states of the Mediterranean: (http://www.ciemen.org/materials/joc.swf)

You can also find very interesting teaching materials created by CIEMEN, which provides a highly 
valuable overview of the languages of the Mediterranean.

Interactive Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger, created by UNESCO:  
http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/index.php?lg=EN&pg=00136 (English)

Annex 3

 ∙ The Space for Reflection is located at Pompeu Fabra University’s Ciutadella campus, in the Jordi 
Rubió i Balaguer Agora.

The artist Antoni Tàpies said it this way:

“Given the excesses of agitation and mental dispersion, and the countless faiths in ‘false realities’ 
to which we are subject in modern societies, I find it quite appropriate to contribute toward creating 
a space and images that promote meditation, concentration and ultimately a better approach to our 
true nature.

There is a whole tradition of beliefs that practices and advocates this possible modification at the 
primary level of awareness, in order to bring it to the most authentic ways of being. Adapted to the 
present, these techniques can even be considered therapy of great importance for our equilibrium. 
And indeed, the main thrust of art throughout history has not just been linked with them, but often 
contains them as its chief element.  

Therefore, at a time so dominated by the ‘cultures’ of distraction and business, when even some 
museums are given up to the bustling and often quite alienating spectacles of the masses, I find 
it very meaningful that we in the academic community remember the need for spaces of silence 
and reflection by which art can correctly perform its nobler and surely more useful functions for the 
people.”
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Activity 6 (1st session)

Expressions de diversitat a Jerusalem:

FE BAHÁ’Í ISLAM JUDAEO-SPANISH

JUDAISM
PALESTINIAN 

ARABIC
ARMENIAN

CHRISTIANITY HEBREW ENGLISH

AGNOSTICS/
ATHEISTS

DOMARI RUSSIAN

From the book Guerres de plàstic. El conflicte quotidià entre palestins i israelians, Jordi Raich.

Jacques is an Arab, and above all a Palestinian. Like most Palestinians, he lives in territory occupied 
by the Israelis since 1967. In Jacques’ case, he resides – as I do – in East Jerusalem, which the Israeli 
government does not consider occupied at all, but Israeli territory and – together with the other half of 
the city – the capital of the Jewish state. Jacques is not a Muslim like most Palestinians; he belongs 
to a Catholic minority. Officially, Jacques’ nationality is Jordanian, or at least that is what his only 
passport says – a legacy of the 1948 post-war period when this part of Jerusalem was under Jordan’s 
control. Yet today, Jacques lives in East Jerusalem thanks to the Palestinian residence card provided 
by the Israeli government. This is one of the identities most sought after by the Palestinians, because 
unlike the West Bank or Gaza residence card, the East Jerusalem residence card allows him to travel 
throughout Israel and get access to Israeli services, while the other identities mean imprisonment in 
the West Bank or Gaza. One of Jacques and Siham’s daughters studies in Italy; another, in France; the 
third, at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; the fourth, at the Arab University of Jerusalem (Al-Quds 
University); and the youngest at the Jerusalem American International School. But as if that wasn’t 
enough, Jacques’ family is originally from Haifa, a coastal city that is part of the Hebrew state today. 
His parents still live in Haifa, and belong to over a million Palestinians who were not successfully 
expelled from their lands during the war of 1948 by the newly established state of Israel, and who 
hold Israeli nationality today. Therefore, it is hardly surprising that it is easier to catch a fish than it 
is to grasp the feelings and identities of the Abdullah family, often as mixed up and contradictory as 
the situation in this region.
I ask him: “Who are you, Jacques? You are Palestinian, Catholic, of Jordanian nationality, you live in 
land occupied by Israel, your parents are Arabs of Israeli nationality and your daughters speak French, 
Italian, English and Hebrew better than Arabic.
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Activity 6 (1st session)

Creation of a brief life history.

Take account of what their neighbourhood is like, linguistic aspects, their participation in civic centres 
or cultural centres and/or their professions.

(You will find photographs on the following page)
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Activity 6 (1st session)

Annexes for creating a brief life history:

The Space for Reflection is located at Pompeu Fabra University’s Ciutadella campus, in the Jordi 
Rubió i Balaguer Agora.

The artist Antoni Tàpies said it this way:

“Given the excesses of agitation and mental dispersion, and the countless faiths in ‘false realities’ 
to which we are subject in modern societies, I find it quite appropriate to contribute toward creating 
a space and images that promote meditation, concentration and ultimately a better approach to our 
true nature.

There is a whole tradition of beliefs that practices and advocates this possible modification at the 
primary level of awareness, in order to bring it to the most authentic ways of being. Adapted to the 
present, these techniques can even be considered therapy of great importance for our equilibrium. 
And indeed, the main thrust of art throughout history has not just been linked with them, but often 
contains them as its chief element.  

Therefore, at a time so dominated by the ‘cultures’ of distraction and business, when even some mu-
seums are given up to the bustling and often quite alienating spectacles of the masses, I find it very 
meaningful that we in the academic community remember the need for spaces of silence and reflec-
tion by which art can correctly perform its nobler and surely more useful functions for the people.”

Irina Kozlov Assaf NegatNabil Said Lauren Grodstein
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Activity 6 (2nd session)

For discussion:

Similarities and differences among the life histories:

Stereotyped images:
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Activity 7  
Palestine-Israel: building bridges, knocking down walls

Description: Drawing on their reflections, the students will identify good practices linked with the 
potentials of languages and aimed at finding a peaceful solution to the conflict between Israel 
and Palestine.

“No man is stupid enough to want war and not peace; because in 
peacetime, the children carry their parents to the grave, and in wartime it 
is the parents who carry their children to the grave.”

Herodotus

“The worst peace is preferable to the best war.”

Marcus Tullius Cicero

“Violence is the last refuge of the incompetent.”

Isaac Asimov

“No one is born hating another person because of the colour of his 
skin, or his background, or his religion. People learn to hate, and if 
men and women can learn to hate, they can also be taught to forgive 
and love.”         

Nelson Mandela

Introduction

In Jerusalem, Carme notices enormous tension between Palestinians and Israelis. She also finds her-
self unable to move around freely, since there are many Israeli army checkpoints that prevent her from 
visiting some areas. People have even explained that the army often doesn’t let young people pass 
through to go to school. The thought of this makes her angry.
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Notes on the context

“The Israeli-Palestinian conflict began in 1947, when UN Security Council Resolution 181 divided 
the lands of Palestine under British mandate into two states. The state of Israel was declared shortly 
thereafter (1948), without a Palestinian state coming into being since then. In 1948 Israel annexed 
West Jerusalem, and Egypt and Jordan occupied Gaza and the West Bank, respectively. In 1967, 
Israel invaded East Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza after triumphing in what is known as the ‘Six-
Day War’ against neighbouring Arab countries. It wasn’t until the Oslo Accords, signed in 1993, that 
the autonomy of the Palestinian territories was formally recognised, and yet its implementation was 
handicapped by the military occupation and control of the territory imposed by Israel. This situation 
led to the outbreak of the Second Intifada. Meanwhile, the opposition among different Palestinian 
sectors in recent decades has been led mainly by nationalist secular groups on one hand and religious 
groups on the other. The confrontation arises from the desire to control power within the Palestinian 
territories, and has led to different approaches to normalise relations with Israel. Moreover, the Israeli 
blockade of Gaza intensified over the course of 2007, and the United Nations warned of an alarming 
deterioration of the situation and of the serious humanitarian consequences it was causing. The attack 
by the Israeli army in late 2008 caused 1,300 Palestinian deaths – more than 400 boys and girls – 
and wounded more than 5,000. The Israeli side counted 13 dead and 80 wounded.

Despite this long history of violence, proposals to solve the issue might include such measures 
as: the creation of a politically and territorially viable Palestinian state, according to the borders 
of 1967; Jerusalem as a double capital; dismantling the illegal settlements; a fair solution for the 
refugee issue; and recognition of the state of Israel and its right to security by the Arab countries 
– in other words, compliance with United Nations Resolutions 194 (1948), 242 (1967) and 338 
(1973)”.

Novellas, Carles Vidal, “En el mar de Jenin. Anàlisi de l’impacte de projectes d’educació per la pau 
a Israel i Palestina”, Bones pràctiques d’avaluació en educació per la pau en contextos de conflicte 
armat, Escola Cultura de Pau, November 2008

Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim. The first is to deepen knowledge about the conflict between 
Israel and Palestine from a historical perspective. Second, the students will demonstrate the im-
portance of dialogue, mutual understanding and negotiation as ways to resolve conflicts, even if 
appreciating that importance can be difficult due to aspects of personal or ideological identity. 

Content

 ∙ The conflict between Israel and Palestine
 ∙ Dialogue and negotiation as means of conflict resolution
 ∙ Violations of human rights
 ∙ The values of peace and non-violence
 ∙ Cultural and linguistic diversity
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To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students. When the teacher forms the groups, 
it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, background, abilities, etc.).

The activity lasts 50 minutes, divided in the following way:
 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ Brief history of the conflict:  10 min
 ∙ Watching the film:  5 min
 ∙ Filling out the grid:  15 min
 ∙ Class discussion:  15 min

Resources/materials
 ∙ The film Promises (2001) by J. Shapiro, B.Z. Goldberg and C. Bolado.

Development of the activity

 ∙ After explaining the activity, the teacher will briefly contextualise the history of the conflict. For 
support, use the comments on the context and the information found in Annex 1.

 ∙ Second, the class with watch the film to deepen their understanding of the conflict. Annex 2 has 
supplementary information in this regard.

 ∙ Next, and in groups, the students will fill in the grid that is broken up into three parts (elements 
encouraging peace building, those hindering peace building and those that are too difficult to iden-
tify). Their aim is to resolve conflicts based on the topics presented below through dialogue and 
by identifying elements that appear in the film. For further information, we recommend that the 
teacher make use of the resources presented in the annex section.

 ∙ Topics:

 —Israelis and Palestinians have the right to live in peace and security
 —The existence of illegal settlements. We recommend you search by the word “settlements”:  
(http://www.peacenow.org.il/site/en/peace.asp?pi=43;     
http://www.palestinemonitor.org/spip/spip.php?article7)
 —Demolition of houses (http://coalitionofwomen.org/home/English) 
 —The increase in expenditure on education in Gaza and the West Bank
 —The military blockade and control of the freedom of movement (checkpoints) (http://www.
machsomwatch.org/en/checkpoints); see also Annex 3
 —Recognition of the state of Palestine
 —Jerusalem as a double capital
 —Arguments in favour and against projects of cooperation between Israel and Palestine
 —Arms exportation
 —Limits to the populations’ access to water
 —The diverse composition (in terms of nationality, origin, religion, etc.) in the football teams
 —The corruption of the administrations
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 —UNESCOCAT’s project “Education in Gaza, a seed for peace”
 —Arguments in favour and against centres of exchange between young Israelis and Palestinians
 —Children and youth entertainment groups
 —The wall erected in the West Bank (http://www.stopthewall.org/) 
 —The Israeli government denies entry to the Gaza Strip by “Pallassos sense Fronteres” (“Clowns 
without Borders”) (http://www.clowns.org/)
 —The rising number of conscientious objectors

Some associations that work for peace and reconciliation: 

Stop the wall: http://www.stopthewall.org/
Alternative News: http://www.alternativenews.org/
Bat Shalom: http://www.batshalom.org/ 
Neve Shalom: http://nswas.com/
Middle East for Coexistence: http://www.mideastweb.org/

Building bridges, knocking 
down walls (encouraging peace)

Burning bridges, erecting walls 
(hindering peace)

Difficult to identify

 ∙ Finally, there will be a class discussion moderated by the teacher. Here it is important that students 
visualise the need for peace, those things that hinder it and language’s potential as a tool and 
strategy for promoting peace. The conclusions may be posted on a mural or the school’s webpage.
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Annexes

Annex 1 

 ∙ Palestinian centre for human rights: 

http://www.pchrgaza.org/portal/en/ (English)

 ∙ Human Rights Watch article on human rights violations in Palestine: 

http://palestinenote.com/cs/blogs/topnews/archive/2010/05/13/human-rights-watch-israel-wantonly-
destroyed-gaza-homes.aspx (English)

 ∙ Observatory on Conflicts and Human Rights at the University of Barcelona

http://www.observatori.org/pais.php?id=53&lng=cat

 ∙ UNESCO Chair on Peace and Human Rights, Escola de Pau.

http://escolapau.uab.cat/

 ∙ Webpage posted on www.xtec.cat with related social science materials

http://www.xtec.cat/~aguiu1/calaix/015pales.htm

 ∙ Colomer i Solsona, Laia: “The Israeli-Palestinian conflict” in Edualter, teaching materials

http://www.edualter.org/material/actualitat/palestina/historia.htm

 ∙ “Procon” is an organisation made up of Palestinians and Israelis that aims to promote critical think-
ing, education and information among the population. The site is in English

http://israelipalestinian.procon.org/
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Annex 2

 ∙ Credits for the film “PROMISES”  

Original title: Promises 
Directed, written and produced by: Justine Shapiro and B. Z. Goldberg 
Co-direction and editing by: Carlos Bolado 
Actors: Moishe Bar Am, Faraj Adnan Hassan Husein, Mahmoud Mazen Mahmoud Izhiman,  
Daniel Solan, Yarko Solan 
Camera: Yoram Millo and Ilan Buchbinder 
Sound design: Rogelio Villanueva 
Sound recording: Carlos Bolado, B. Z. Goldberg and Justine Shapiro 
Consultant and researcher: Stephen Most 
Executive producer: Janet Cole 
Country and year: United States, 2001 
Length: 110 min
Rating: Appropriate for all audiences

Information of interest

The Oscar-nominated film “Promises” has been praised by critics around the world “for its ex-
ceptional lucidity in unravelling the complex network of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the 
destructive spiral of fanaticism and resentment.”

“It gives us a vision of life and the environs of Jerusalem which is intensely personal and im-
mensely moving.” – Glenn Whipp, Daily News, Los Angeles. Taking five years to produce, the 
film is valuable for showing the situation in the Middle East as seen from different eyes. As Erik 
Lundegaard wrote: “It helps us to understand that we are dealing with a conflict that will not be 
resolved easily or quickly.” Shown on only six screens in the United States, the film collected 
more than $200,000 dollars between March and August 2002. 

Synopsis

In the context of the situation taking place in the Middle East, “Promises” offers a human portrait 
of the Palestinian conflict. From the testimonies of seven children (from 9 to 13 years old), we learn 
how complicated it is to grow up in Jerusalem. While the children only live 20 minutes away from 
each other, they inhabit radically different, almost mutually non-communicative worlds, and are fully 
conscious of this situation. Their vision of things is shaped by dictates of the adults around them, and 
yet this group has decided to jump over the barriers to meet their neighbours.

Here is a very complete educational guide (http://www.xtec.cat/crp-rubi/tic/pdf/10.pdf) created by 
Irene de Puig as part of the Cinema i Drets Humans (“Film and Human Rights”) series organised 
by the Government of Catalonia’s Catalan Ministry of Education. You can find the guide in PDF 
format and the film in educational resource centres.
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Annex 3

 ∙ Article on the subject

Terrorism in Israel and Palestine

To go from Jerusalem to Nablus is a trip that would normally be a half-hour on a normal road, right 
now, unless you took a car with an Israeli license plate. If you go in a Palestinian car, you will need 
to leave Jerusalem, go to a checkpoint next to Ramallah, get out of the taxi you’re taking, walk to 
the checkpoint and show your papers (and you won’t have any problem here because you’ll get 
through with your passport). Here the Palestinians won’t know if they will be able to go through or 
not. They’ll have to wait; sometimes they are allowed through, and sometimes not – it’s completely 
random. While you will have gone through, the Palestinian, supposing he is allowed to go through, 
will have to climb into another taxi and then travel along a different road. This is an apartheid situ-
ation, with certain infrastructure for some people and certain, separated infrastructure for others. 
The people live separated; they are even separated by a wall and travel by different roads. I am talk-
ing about Nablus, a very important city connected with Jerusalem, which is the hub. So you would 
have to move along a dirt road, even in the case of trucks carrying merchandise and ambulances, as 
everyone has to move through there to the entrance of Nablus, where you’d find another checkpoint. 
Here you’d have to get out of the car again, show your papers and pass through. The Palestinians 
may be allowed through or not; sometimes they wait and sometimes they don’t – it’s purely up to the 
discretion of the Israeli soldiers. Then, once having passed through the checkpoint, you’d have to 
get in another car to take you to Nablus. What would normally be a half-hour trip for you, who don’t 
have any problems at all, would become a trip of two and a half or three hours with three different 
cars. For a Palestinian, this means leaving and not knowing when you’ll be coming back. And this 
supposes that once arriving in Nablus, there won’t be a curfew and the Palestinians will be allowed 
to enter, or perhaps those who are already in their homes will not be able to step outside, which is 
not such an unusual situation.

Ferran Izquierdo Brichs 

Professor of International Relations at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB)

(Transcription of a presentation given in October 2005 at the seminar “Terrorism, terrorisms, terrorists”, organised by the 

Fundació Alfons Comín)
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Activity 7

Watching the film “Promises” by Justine Shapiro, B. Z. Goldberg and Carlos Bolado
 
On the following page, you’ll find possible elements to classify and an article on the topic

Building bridges, knocking 
down walls (encouraging peace)

Burning bridges, erecting walls 
(hindering peace)

Difficult to identify
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Activity 7

 ∙ Topics:

 —Israelis and Palestinians have the right to live in peace and security

 —The existence of illegal settlements. We recommend you search by the word “settlements”: 
(http://www.peacenow.org.il/site/en/peace.asp?pi=43; http://www.palestinemonitor.org/spip/
spip.php?article7)

 —Demolition of houses (http://coalitionofwomen.org/home/english)

 —The increase in expenditure on education in Gaza and the West Bank.

 —The military blockade and control of the freedom of movement (checkpoints) (http://www.
machsomwatch.org/en/checkpoints); see also Annex 3

 —Recognition of the state of Palestine

 —Jerusalem as a double capital

 —Arguments in favour and against projects of cooperation between Israel and Palestine

 —Arms exportation

 —Limits to the populations’ access to water

 —The diverse composition (in terms of nationality, origin, religion, etc.) in the football teams

 —The corruption of the administrations

 —UNESCOCAT’s project “Education in Gaza, a seed for peace”

 —Arguments in favour and against centres of exchange between young Israelis and Palestinians

 —Children and youth entertainment groups

 —The wall erected in the West Bank (http://www.stopthewall.org/) 

 —The Israeli government denies entry to the Gaza Strip by “Pallassos sense Fronteres” (“Clowns 
without Borders”) (http://www.clowns.org/)

 —The rising number of conscientious objectors

Some associations that work for peace and reconciliation: 

Stop the wall: http://www.stopthewall.org/
Alternative News: http://www.alternativenews.org/
Bat Shalom: http://www.batshalom.org/ 
Neve Shalom: http://nswas.com/
Middle East for Coexistence: http://www.mideastweb.org/
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Activity 8  
Lebanon: building linguistic identity from 
refugee status

Description: The students will carry out an empathy exercise to discover the existing implications 
between being a refugee and building a linguistic identity.

Introduction

After her stay in Jerusalem, Carme arrives in Lebanon and meets another Palestinian, named Rim. She 
explains that she was born in a Palestinian refugee camp here in Lebanon, and that a few years ago 
her family decided it had to flee the war. This is why the refugee camps were formed, so that at least 
the people wouldn’t be threatened. Regardless, Rim tells Carme that the camp is not comfortable at 
all and that they are many inconveniences: access to water, difficulty moving around and scarceness 
of products.

Rim invites Carme to meet her family, and both arrive at the refugee camp. While they drink tea, Rim’s 
grandmother shows her an old and rather large door key, looks her in the eyes and says:

 —This is the key to the door of my house in Palestine. I hope to be able to return and open it when 
I go back to Palestine and stop being a refugee.

Notes on the context

It is estimated that there are between 20 and 25 million refugees in the world. The UNHCR (United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) defines a refugee as any person located outside his or her 
country of origin who is unable to return due to a well-founded fear or persecution due to religion, 
nationality, political opinion or membership in a particular social group, for example.

According to the operational definition of UNRWA (the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for 
Palestine Refugees), the refugees are people whose normal place of residence was Palestine between 
June 1946 and May 1948. UNRWA’s definition of a refugee also covers the descendants of people 
who became refugees in 1948, and who lost both their homes and means of livelihood as a conse-
quence of the Arab-Israeli conflict of 1948. The number of registered Palestinian refugees has subse-
quently grown from 914,000 (1950) to more than 4.4 million (2005). At present, and due to natural 
population growth, this figure continues to rise.

Owing to the various conflicts between the Israeli government and Palestine, a third of registered 
Palestinian refugees, approximately 1.3 million people, live in 58 refugee camps spread out among 
different countries and territories. Their return to Palestine would be one of the greatest challenges to 
a hypothetical and much-desired peace process.

Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim. The first is for the students to understand and critically reflect on 
some of the consequences inherent in being a refugee. Second, they will do so by means of an empa-
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thy exercise, asking themselves about the impact that being a refugee would have on their linguistic 
identity and daily life.

Content 

 ∙ The refugees’ situation
 ∙ Refugees and linguistic identity

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students. When the teacher forms the groups, 
it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, background, abilities, etc.).

First session

The first session lasts 50 minutes, divided in the following way:
 ∙ Explanation and contextualisation of the activity:  20 min
 ∙ Work on the questions:  30 min

Second session

The second session lasts 50 minutes, divided in the following way:
 ∙ Comparing notes:  20 min
 ∙ Class reflection and discussion:  30 min

Supplementary activity

This session lasts 50 minutes, divided in the following way:
 ∙ Researching information:  30 min
 ∙ Class reflection and discussion:  20 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection and grid

Development of the activity

First session

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and the work groups will formed. To do so, we rec-
ommend that the teacher base this on information found in Annex 1.

 ∙ Next, the different groups will be asked to carry out an empathy exercise, putting themselves in the 
situation of a group of people who need to leave their homeland as refugees. To do this, the follow-
ing questions will be formulated:

 —Imagine that a war breaks out and you have to flee to save your life. What do you think might 
happen to you?
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 —Of the things you leave behind, which would be the most important: material or immaterial 
things? Why?

 —To what country do you think you’d go to live? Would you still speak your language? In the event 
that nobody understood you, what would you do?

 —How do you think that all of this might affect your linguistic identity? How would you evaluate it? 

 —If you didn’t find yourself in this situation, would your linguistic identity be the same?

 —Would you like to return to your homeland? Why or why not?

 —What do you think about the key that was shown to Carme? If, after a time, you returned to your 
house and found people you didn’t know living there, how would you feel? What would you do?

Second session

 ∙ This session lasts 50 minutes, divided in the following way. First, the different groups will present 
their answers to the rest of the class. 

 ∙ Next, the teacher will conduct a class discussion. It is important that the students identify both 
common aspects and points of divergence that come up. They should also demonstrate the conse-
quences that they think being a refugee would have on their language. 

Supplementary activity

 ∙ In groups, the students will learn more about the situation of the Palestinian refugees living in 
Lebanon. To do so, the teacher will assign them a research task based on the following questions:

 —Can you identify the main refugee camps in Lebanon?

 —Where are they originally from? Why have the people who live there become refugees?

 —Where did they flee from? Why did they flee?

 —Who kicked them out?

 —The social situation of the people who live there has changed in recent years. What is happening?

 —What are their rights? Which ones have they lost? Which rights do you think are essential and 
irrevocable?

 —Do you think the situation they are experiencing is fair?

 —Do you think they want to return to their place of origin? Why don’t they do so?
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 ∙ To search for information, students can use the activity’s annexes with help from the Internet.

 ∙ Finally, the teacher will conduct a class discussion. It is important that the students identify both 
common aspects and points of divergence that come up in the groups.

Annexes

Annex 1

 ∙ Articles related with the subject

Article with information on the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon 
http://www.mundoarabe.org/refugiados_palestinos_libano.htm

Article that deals with exile and political refugees in Lebanon
http://asiapacific.amnesty.org/library/Index/ESLMDE180042007?open&of=ESL-375
http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/info/MDE18/002/2010/en

http://www.acnur.org/biblioteca/pdf/4947.pdf
http://www.unrwa.org/userfiles/2010011955711.pdf

Article on the Palestinian refugees and their situation
http://www.unrwa.org/etemplate.php?id=65

Annex 2

 ∙ Supplementary information

Link to UNRWA’s website, where you can find plenty of information on the Palestinian refugees
http://www.unrwace.org/los-refugiados-2.html

Multimedia maps of refugee camps in Lebanon
http://www.unrwace.org/mapa-de-campos-de-refugiados-de-palestina-2.html

http://www.acnur.org/publicaciones/SRM/index.htm
Link to the UNHCR’s book The State of the World’s Refugees with full information on the subject of 
refugees
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Annex 3

 ∙ Images

Source: http://www.un.org/unrwa/67commem/gallery/Baqa’a-47.jpg

Source: http://www.un.org/unrwa/67commem/gallery/024.jpg
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Activity 8 (1st session)

Form groups and answer these questions:

 ∙ Imagine that a war breaks out and you have to flee to save your life. What do you think might hap-
pen to you?

 ∙ Of the things you leave behind, which would be the most important: material or immaterial things? Why?

 ∙ To what country do you think you’d go to live? Would you still speak your language? In the event that 
nobody understood you, what would you do? 

 ∙ How do you think that all of this might affect your linguistic identity? How would you evaluate it? 

 ∙ If you didn’t find yourself in this situation, would your linguistic identity be the same?

 ∙ Would you like to return to your homeland? Why or why not?

 ∙ What do you think about the key that was shown to Carme? If, after a time, you returned to your 
house and found people you didn’t know living there, how would you feel? What would you do?
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Activity 8 (2nd session)

For discussion:

Shared aspects and points of divergence among the groups:

Consequences for my languages:

Others:
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Activity 8 (2nd session)

Annex 1

 ∙ Articles related with the subject

Article with information on the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon
http://www.mundoarabe.org/refugiados_palestinos_libano.htm

Article that deals with exile and political refugees in Lebanon
http://asiapacific.amnesty.org/library/Index/ESLMDE180042007?open&of=ESL-375
http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/info/MDE18/002/2010/en

http://www.acnur.org/biblioteca/pdf/4947.pdf
http://www.unrwa.org/userfiles/2010011955711.pdf

Article on the Palestinian refugees and their situation
http://www.unrwa.org/etemplate.php?id=65

Annex 2

 ∙ Supplementary information

Link to UNRWA’s website, where you can find plenty of information on the Palestinian refugees
http://www.unrwace.org/los-refugiados-2.html

Multimedia maps of refugee camps in Lebanon
http://www.unrwace.org/mapa-de-campos-de-refugiados-de-palestina-2.html

http://www.acnur.org/publicaciones/SRM/index.htm
Link to the UNHCR’s book The State of the World’s Refugees with full information on the subject of 
refugees

 

Source: http://www.un.org/unrwa/67commem/gallery/Baqa’a-47.jpg
Source: http://www.un.org/unrwa/67commem/gallery/024.jpg
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Activity 9  
Cyprus: between two realities

Description: Focusing on Cyprus, students will increase their knowledge about a dividing border 
in the same land and reflect on its human, linguistic, cultural and religious consequences.

Introduction

Recently Carme has found too much conflict in the Mediterranean. She has often heard that the Medi-
terranean is a sea of tranquillity, but she increasingly puts this idea in doubt. In any case, she is happy 
because she’s just arrived in Cyprus.

She begins to walk around and notices that everyone speaks Greek... She is also very surprised to see 
a military border. Another one? she thinks. “I’m getting a bit fed up with them!” she says under her 
breath. On the other side is a Turkish flag. She doesn’t understand anything. Here is one island divided 
into two parts, and she is unable to walk freely from one end to the other... Two communities, on a 
single island, radicalised and with little contact?

Notes on the context

The island of Cyprus is a place in the Mediterranean where many cultures have passed by since Antiq-
uity. This is due to its location, which made it a hotly contested port of strategic interest. It has been 
the scene of many wars, occupations and conflicts and is currently divided between two communities: 
the Greek Cypriots and the Turkish Cypriots. Although the Greek Cypriot authorities demolished the 
wall that divided the island along the so-called “Green Line” in 2007, Cyprus still has many steps to 
take before arriving at a context of equality and peace between the two communities.

Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim. First, the students will learn about and critically reflect on the situ-
ation of conflict between the two communities in Cyprus. At the same time, they will identify the 
implications that borders have for linguistic, religious and cultural diversity in the same land.

Content

 ∙ Borders in the same land
 ∙ Implications for the land’s linguistic, religious and cultural diversity 

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students. When the teacher forms the groups, 
it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, background, abilities, etc.).

The activity covers two sessions, each lasting 50 minutes and divided in the following way:
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First session

 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  10 minuts
 ∙ Searching for information and work on cardboard:  40 minuts

Second session

 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 minuts
 ∙ Presentation and discussion:  45 minuts

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection, cardboard, glue

Development of the activity

First session

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and the groups will form. Each group will be as-
signed one of the spheres given below, and the groups that match up will enrich and supplement 
the second session.

 ∙ The work groups will be divided according to the spheres given below and research will be done 
based on the information that appears in the annex section.

Group A: Geographic sphere

 —Locate Cyprus on the map.
 —How is the island divided?
 —Which communities live there and in which area?
 —From which countries do each of these communities come? 
 —How do these two communities communicate with each other? How could their communication 
improve?
 —Do you think it is possible for cultural and linguistic identities to remain unchanged? 

Group B: Linguistic and religious sphere

 —Which religions are practiced on the island? What relations exist among the different religious 
and identities of the island?
 —Are there relations between the different languages and the different religions?
 —With which language is each community associated?
 —In which languages and in which alphabets are the texts of the two majority religions of the 
island written? 
 —Look for alphabets in which the different sacred texts of the island’s two majority religions are 
written. (Print out both alphabets and we will use them subsequently to make a final mural).
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Group C: Human rights sphere

 —What is the “Green Line”? What is its purpose?
 —Why is there a conflict on this island? What is the conflict based on? What are its roots?
 —What initiatives for peace have been proposed on the island? What initiatives would you propose 
in order to achieve peace?
 —What kinds of social and personal situations do you think we could find at the border areas?
 —Is the border separating the island open or closed? What other borders could we find in the 
Mediterranean such as this one?
 —When considering the relation between borders and the process of globalisation, what conclu-
sions do you draw?
 —What are the alternatives to militarised borders? Why or why not?

 ∙ Next, the different groups will research information based on the assigned sphere. Each group will 
make a mural on which to organise their information.

Second session

 ∙ The groups will post their murals in a common space and make a presentation to the rest of the class.

 ∙ The teacher will lead a time for discussion and reflection, identifying the similarities and points 
of divergence among the groups that have taken up the same sphere. Moreover, it is important to 
highlight the links between borders and linguistic diversity.

Annexes

Annex 1

 ∙ Supplementary information

Website with general information on the island of Cyprus
http://www.cyprus.com/cyprus-general-info-checkpoint.php

Website with plenty of information on the island of Cyprus (in Catalan)
http://www.vilaweb.cat/www/diariescola/noticia?id=783417

“Món divers” website with a lot of information on Cyprus
http://www.mondivers.cat/spip.php?mot620

Article on the conflict in Cyprus  
http://www.observatori.org/mostrar.php?id=69&files_id=208&tipus=files&lng=cat

Photographs of the reopening on the border in Cyprus 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/photo_gallery/2969259.stm
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 ∙ Images

Source: http://heracliteanfire.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/cyprus.jpg

Source: http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/09g66rRczLf9n/610x.jpg
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Activity 9

In groups, you will work on the following spheres:

Group A: Geographic sphere

 —Locate Cyprus on the map.

 —How is the island divided?

 —Which communities live there and in which area?

 —From which countries do each of these communities come? 

 — How do these two communities communicate with each other? How could their communication improve?

 —Do you think it is possible for cultural and linguistic identities to remain unchanged? 

Group B: Linguistic and religious sphere

 —Which religions are practiced on the island? What relations exist among the different religious and 
identities of the island?

 —Are there relations between the different languages and the different religions?

 —With which language is each community associated?

 — In which languages and in which alphabets are the texts of the two majority religions of the island written? 

 —Look for alphabets in which the different sacred texts of the island’s two majority religions are written. 
(Print out both alphabets and we will use them subsequently to make a final mural).

Group C: Human rights sphere

 —What is the “Green Line”? What is its purpose?

 —Why is there a conflict on this island? What is the conflict based on? What are its roots?

 —What initiatives for peace have been proposed on the island? What initiatives would you propose 
in order to achieve peace?

 —What kinds of social and personal situations do you think we could find at the border areas?

 —Is the border separating the island open or closed? What other borders could we find in the 
Mediterranean such as this one?

 —When considering the relation between borders and the process of globalisation, what conclu-
sions do you draw?

 —What are the alternatives to militarised borders? Why or why not?
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Activity 9

Supporting material.

Website with general information on the island of Cyprus
http://www.cyprus.com/cyprus-general-info-checkpoint.php

Website with plenty of information on the island of Cyprus (in Catalan)
http://www.vilaweb.cat/www/diariescola/noticia?id=783417

“Món divers” website with a lot of information on Cyprus
http://www.mondivers.cat/spip.php?mot620

Article on the conflict in Cyprus  
http://www.observatori.org/mostrar.php?id=69&files_id=208&tipus=files&lng=cat

Photographs of the reopening on the border in Cyprus 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/photo_gallery/2969259.stm

 

Source: http://heracliteanfire.net/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/cyprus.jpg
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Activity 10  
Istanbul: learning new words

Description: The students will critically reflect on processes of linguistic exchange and acquisition 
in scenarios of equality and inequality.

Introduction

Carme arrives in Istanbul amidst large cargo ships. At one part of the port is Asia, and at the other, Eu-
rope. Incredible... two continents in the same city! In the distance, the minarets of mosques brighten 
the view of the horizon...

She has seen it so many times on television, but can’t believe that she’s there now. After mooring her 
boat, she starts to walk around the city. She visits the two most famous mosques: Hagia Sofia and the 
Blue Mosque.

Finally, she decides to go to the Big Bazar. Carme is surprised by the great variety of languages that 
can be spoken with the vendors. But what really surprises her is when they speak to her in Spanish, 
without her having said anything! She asks herself: How do they know where I come from?

Notes on the context

The Big Bazar is the oldest commercial centre in the world. It consists of 64 streets and avenues, 
two covered bazaars and nearly 3,600 shops occupying a very extensive surface area where we can 
even find an infirmary, banks, a post office and a police station. It welcomes between 250,000 and 
400,000 visitors per day and all types of products are sold there (from food items to decorative ob-
jects, textiles, clothing and art).

It is estimated that construction began in 1461 during the Byzantine era, and that it become the epi-
centre of the Byzantine Empire and the heart of its economy. Throughout history, it has been subject 
to different remodelling and reconstruction projects after suffering fires and earthquakes.

Educational aims

Through this activity, the students are urged to critically reflect on the processes of linguistic exchange 
and acquisition and on whether they produce conditions of equality.

Content

 ∙ Processes of linguistic exchange and acquisition
 ∙ Linguistic identity
 ∙ Equality and inequality

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.
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This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students.

When the teacher forms the groups, it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, back-
ground, abilities, etc.).

The activity covers two sessions, each lasting 50 minutes and divided in the following way:

First session

 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ Deeper study:  20 min
 ∙ Issues to work on:  25 min

Second session

 ∙ Presentation:  25 min
 ∙ Class discussion:  25 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection

Development of the activity

First session

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and the groups will form. So that the students 
become aware of the importance of linguistic exchange processes among different languages, the 
teacher will read the article in Annex 1 and the examples in Annexes 2 and 3.

 ∙ Next, the groups will answer the following questions to gain deeper insight into the subject matter:

 —What language do you speak with your friends when you are together?

 —What is the linguistic origin of the words you use? Are all of them of Catalan or Spanish origin?

 —In a globalised world such as today, do you think that the borrowing of words from other lan-
guages is increasing or decreasing? Why? 

 —Why do the vendors at the Big Bazar learn new words? What do you think about it? Do you think 
they do it for fun?

 —What do you think of the photographs?

 ∙ Then, the teacher will ask each group to compose an essay for the next session. The instructions 
for this are:

 —It must contain between 250 and 300 words.

 —The subject matter is open.
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 —If the text is written in Catalan, only words of Catalan origin can be used (and if it is done in 
Spanish, it can only have words of Spanish origin).

 ∙ In the meantime – and without explaining this to the class – the teacher will write an essay of the 
same length, but freely using the words he/she chooses. The origin of each word will be identified 
and highlighted using different colours. 

Second session

 ∙ The groups will compare their essays. To the extent that each group does so, the rest of the groups 
– with the teacher’s help – will identify if there are any words of non-Catalan origin or roots.

 ∙ Next, the teacher will read his/her essay and identify the different origins of the words used.

 ∙ Then, the teacher will lead a time for discussion and reflection centred on the following questions:

 —Was writing the essay easy for you? Why or why not?

 —Were you aware of this phenomenon of linguistic borrowing?

 —Do you think that it happens in conditions of equality? Why or why not? Could they affect lan-
guages in different ways? According to what? 

Annexes

Annex 1

 ∙ Official website of the Big Bazar of Istanbul

http://www.kapalicarsi.org.tr/eng/index.asp

 ∙ Article on the Big Bazar of Istanbul

http://www.webislam.com/?idn=9731

Spanish spoken

The linguistic ignorance of Spanish tourists and the commercial instincts of Turkish vendors prompt 
many employees of the Big Bazar of Istanbul to learn the language of Cervantes. 
The tide of foreign and local tourists that floods Istanbul each year has caused the Big Bazar, or Ka-
paliçarsi (covered market), to lose its old word charm, as well as its local customers, who complain 
about the rising prices and prefer to do their shopping in the stores of narrow adjoining streets. 
The infinite variety of craft products that could be found in the Big Bazar when Istanbul was the capi-
tal of the vast Ottoman Empire has progressively been replaced by a range of standard items that cater 
to the tourists’ greater or lesser demands for exoticism. 

Tight-fisted and based on haggling and special offers
But the colourful atmosphere and more than 4,000 shops in one of the largest covered markets in the 
world continue to attract millions of visitors each year.
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Thus, business on these premises, which extend from Nuruosmaniye Mosque to the mosques of 
Bayaceto and Suleyman, are strengthened to capture the greatest number of customers, establishing 
tight-fisted transactions based on haggling and special offers. 
For this reason, understanding foreign languages is more important every day, and many shops hang 
signs saying “Spanish spoken”, “Italian spoken” and even “Catalan spoken”. 
“How much does this black suit cost?” asks a tourist with a thick Andalusian accent, as if she were 
in any street in Seville. “Thirty-five liras”, the vendor replies, to which the woman says: “That’s very 
expensive”.
“Then twenty”, offers Ali, who has run a stand of Ottoman shirts and suits for 40 years, during which 
time he was learned “a little Spanish, Italian, German and English”.
“The Spanish like to haggle”, he says.

Taking advantage of business to learn languages.
Some take advantage of their business in Spain to learn languages, such as Enver, who maintains 
fluid contact with customers in Alcalá de Henares, on the outskirts of Madrid, with whom he deals in 
carpets.
But most local vendors, and especially the youngest ones, learn languages quickly through listening. 
“We like Spanish, which is why there is interest in learning it”, explains Eren, a young man of 18 who 
can already speak Spanish after hardly one year working in the Big Bazar. “To each Spanish person 
who comes, we ask a few questions and learn that way. I also have a dictionary so I can look up the 
words I don’t know”, he says.
However, his boss Ahmet recognises that problems exist. “We don’t know much; only the minimum; 
‘discount’, ‘cheap’, ‘What is your name?’ and ‘There are good bargains here’”.

News exchange centre
Throughout its history, the Big Bazar of Istanbul has been marked by a marvellous jumble of languages 
thanks to the diverse origins of its customers and of its Turkish, Armenian, Greek, Syrian and Arab 
merchants. 
In addition, like all commercial hubs, it is a news and information exchange centre. As such, the 
merchants ask and learn about things happening in Spain.
“We’ve seen how Spanish families spend less here since the change from the peseta to the euro, 
because prices in Spain have risen”, argues Elias, a Syriac owner (a people from the Eastern Mediter-
ranean that continues to practice the Orthodox Christian faith, although their church is autonomous 
from the Patriarchy of Istanbul).
Some even go so far as to joke with Spanish tourists by using their own stereotypes. “Catalan, Catalan!” 
one of the vendors is overheard saying when a Spanish customer leaves without buying anything, in 
reference to the supposed stingy character of the inhabitants of Catalonia, a region in northeast Spain.
The climax comes at the Egyptian Bazaar or Bazaar of Spices, located in the Eminönü zone, where the 
shops advertise with Spanish jingles or lines taken from television programmes.

Annex 2

 ∙ Spanish words of Turkish origin included in the Dictionary of the Real Academia Española:

http://analesdeturquia.blogspot.com/2006/11/prstamos-de-la-lengua-turca-en-el.html
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 ∙ Examples of processes of importation of different words between Turkey and Greece:

Words of Turkish origin used by the Greeks:

Γιαλαντζί (yalatzí), (κεφτές (keftés), μεζές (mezés), ντοντουρμάς (ntonturmás), μπουγάτσα (mpugát-
sa), κεμπάπ (kebáb) Γιακάς (yakás), σοφάς (sofás), σόμπα (sóba), τσέπη (tsépi), μαγκάλι (magáli), 
ντιβάνι (diváni)

Words of Greek origin used by the Turks:

Paçavra, funda, kukla

 ∙ Examples of Catalan loan words: (there is no word to substitute them)

Whisky, byte, pizza, faláfel, xampany, xerès, xat, consomé, iogui, màrqueting, email....

Annex 3

 ∙ Images of the Big Bazar of Istanbul 
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Activity 10 (1st session)

Read carefully

Article on the Big Bazar of Istanbul

Spanish spoken

The linguistic ignorance of Spanish tourists and the commercial instincts of Turkish vendors prompt 
many employees of the Big Bazar of Istanbul to learn the language of Cervantes. 
The tide of foreign and local tourists that floods Istanbul each year has caused the Big Bazar, or Ka-
paliçarsi (covered market), to lose its old word charm, as well as its local customers, who complain 
about the rising prices and prefer to do their shopping in the stores of narrow adjoining streets. 
The infinite variety of craft products that could be found in the Big Bazar when Istanbul was the capi-
tal of the vast Ottoman Empire has progressively been replaced by a range of standard items that cater 
to the tourists’ greater or lesser demands for exoticism. 

Tight-fisted and based on haggling and special offers
But the colourful atmosphere and more than 4,000 shops in one of the largest covered markets in the 
world continue to attract millions of visitors each year.
Thus, business on these premises, which extend from Nuruosmaniye Mosque to the mosques of 
Bayaceto and Suleyman, are strengthened to capture the greatest number of customers, establishing 
tight-fisted transactions based on haggling and special offers. 
For this reason, understanding foreign languages is more important every day, and many shops hang 
signs saying “Spanish spoken”, “Italian spoken” and even “Catalan spoken”. 
“How much does this black suit cost?” asks a tourist with a thick Andalusian accent, as if she were 
in any street in Seville. “Thirty-five liras”, the vendor replies, to which the woman says: “That’s very 
expensive”.
“Then twenty”, offers Ali, who has run a stand of Ottoman shirts and suits for 40 years, during which 
time he was learned “a little Spanish, Italian, German and English”.
“The Spanish like to haggle”, he says.

Taking advantage of business to learn languages.
Some take advantage of their business in Spain to learn languages, such as Enver, who maintains fluid 
contact with customers in Alcalá de Henares, on the outskirts of Madrid, with whom he deals in carpets.
But most local vendors, and especially the youngest ones, learn languages quickly through listening. 
“We like Spanish, which is why there is interest in learning it”, explains Eren, a young man of 18 who 
can already speak Spanish after hardly one year working in the Big Bazar. “To each Spanish person 
who comes, we ask a few questions and learn that way. I also have a dictionary so I can look up the 
words I don’t know”, he says.
However, his boss Ahmet recognises that problems exist. “We don’t know much; only the minimum; 
‘discount’, ‘cheap’, ‘What is your name?’ and ‘There are good bargains here’”.
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News exchange centre

Throughout its history, the Big Bazar of Istanbul has been marked by a marvellous jumble of languages 
thanks to the diverse origins of its customers and of its Turkish, Armenian, Greek, Syrian and Arab 
merchants. 
In addition, like all commercial hubs, it is a news and information exchange centre. As such, the 
merchants ask and learn about things happening in Spain.
“We’ve seen how Spanish families spend less here since the change from the peseta to the euro, 
because prices in Spain have risen”, argues Elias, a Syriac owner (a people from the Eastern Mediter-
ranean that continues to practice the Orthodox Christian faith, although their church is autonomous 
from the Patriarchy of Istanbul).
Some even go so far as to joke with Spanish tourists by using their own stereotypes. “Catalan, Cata-
lan!” one of the vendors is overheard saying when a Spanish customer leaves without buying anything, 
in reference to the supposed stingy character of the inhabitants of Catalonia, a region in northeast 
Spain.
The climax comes at the Egyptian Bazaar or Bazaar of Spices, located in the Eminönü zone, where the 
shops advertise with Spanish jingles or lines taken from television programmes.
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Activity 10 (1st session)

 ∙ Exemples de processos d’importació de diferents paraules entre Turquia i Grècia:

Words of Turkish origin used by the Greeks:

Γιαλαντζί (yalatzí), (κεφτές (keftés), μεζές (mezés), ντοντουρμάς (ntonturmás), μπουγάτσα (mpugát-
sa), κεμπάπ (kebáb) Γιακάς (yakás), σοφάς (sofás), σόμπα (sóba), τσέπη (tsépi), μαγκάλι (magáli), 
ντιβάνι (diváni)

Words of Greek origin used by the Turks:

Paçavra, funda, kukla

 ∙ Examples of Catalan loan words: (there is no word to substitute them)

Whisky, byte, pizza, faláfel, xampany, xerès, xat, consomé, iogui, màrqueting, email...

Working in groups

 ∙ What language do you speak with your friends when you are together?

 ∙ What is the linguistic origin of the words you use? Are all of them of Catalan or Spanish origin?

 ∙ In a globalised world such as today, do you think that the borrowing of words from other languages 
is increasing or decreasing? Why?

 ∙ Why do the vendors at the Big Bazar learn new words? What do you think about it? Do you think 
they do it for fun?

 ∙ What do you think of the photographs?
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Activity 10 (1st session)

Photographs related with the previous questions:
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Activity 10 (2nd session)

Time for writing the essay:

List of words of different origins:
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Activity 11  
Athens: building a contemporary agora

Description: After learning about the functions performed by the Agora of Athens, the students 
will identify immediate examples for visualising the potentials of linguistic diversity today.

Introduction

Carme arrives at the port of Piraeus, and in a street nearby she meets Gea, an old Greek woman. They 
begin a conversation and Gea tells Carme some old stories about the city of Athens. Carme is surprised 
by the importance of the city and the immense historical weight that distinguishes it; Athens was the 
cradle of many classical thinkers, and due to intense cultural exchange their ideas are still valid and 
very important today. 

Together, they walk toward the Acropolis and the Parthenon, and finally reach an area where there are 
destroyed monuments. They are standing in the middle of the Agora of Athens, and Gea explains that 
this was the epicentre of the origins of democracy, and that the Agora in particular was the geographic 
space that took in exchanges of all kinds. 

Notes on the context

The city of Athens is one of the most important cultural and intellectual centres of the world. Based 
on pre-Hellenic contributions (customs, languages, traditions, thought, art, etc.), this is where some 
of the ideas, practices and achievements of a large part of the modern world originated, such as the 
exercise of democracy, for example. The Agora of Athens was an essential space in the society of the 
time, as it regulated public life and people went there to exchange merchandise, discuss politics, seek 
information or simply converse and establish social relations.

People also used the Agora to trade merchandise, goods and services and to talk about what they 
thought about the world, which led to the rise of a common language and codes. At the time of 
Greece’s greatest splendour, around the year 600 BC, thinkers and the rest of the citizens discussed 
laws and set the future policies of the city together. In this way, citizenship was constructed through 
public dialogue.

Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim. First, students will learn about the concept of the Agora as a space 
for cultural exchange among the members of a single community. Then, they should identify the idea 
of the Agora in examples taken from their immediate environment.

Content

 ∙ Cultural and linguistic exchange
 ∙ Dialogue of peace and democracy
 ∙ The Agora and shared spaces
 ∙ Construction of shared public cultures
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To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students. When the teacher forms the groups, 
it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, background, abilities, etc.).

The activity lasts 50 minutes, divided in the following way:
 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ Information on the Agora of Athens:  10 min
 ∙ Work in groups:  20 min
 ∙ Class discussion and reflection:  15 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection

Development of the activity

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activities and the groups will form.

 ∙ The teacher will give a brief introduction to the Agora of Athens. To do so, we recommend you use 
the notes on the context and the information presented in Annex 3, which should be mandatory.

 ∙ Then, and in groups, the students will have to identify present-day examples of what could be 
considered an agora, and in which they should visualise the potential of current linguistic diversity.

 ∙ To conclude, the teacher will lead a brief time for discussion and reflection to study the examples 
presented and how they are linked with the potentials of languages.

Annexes

Annex 1 

 ∙ Educational video about Athens

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftB95Yh_fLU (English)
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Annex 2

 ∙ Images of the Agora of Athens

 
Font: http://www.paginasobrefilosofia.com/html/Atenas/agorplan_archivos/agorplan.html_txt_agorplan_cmp.gif

Source: http://cache.virtualtourist.com/1/971583-Athens_Ancient_and_Roman_Agora-Athens.jpg

Annex 3

 ∙ Articles on contemporary agoras

http://www.nacion.com/ln_ee/2009/marzo/04/opinion1893164.html
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From agoras to virtual spaces

In a recent course on the history of architecture, the role of the Greek agora was highlighted as a space 
in the city where its residents went to talk. According to Jorge Wagensberg, conversing is perhaps the 
best training that a human being can have in order to be human.
Humanism is the main virtue that has come down to us from the Greeks and still persists in our 
Western World. The Greek agora was a casual meeting place, the city’s market, the politicians’ tribune 
and the people’s court. From atop a nearby hill, the Acropolis, the sanctuary of the deities of Athens, 
watched over the actions of obedient citizens and the designs of their gods. There, Plato founded the 
Academy and Aristotle the Lyceum, places that gave more importance to questions than to answers 
and where there was greater interest in provoking denials than affirmations.

Place of exchange
The Greek polis was nourished humanistically by conversation in such a way that rhetoric was valued, and 
taught, with greater interest than mathematics, which in principle were considered spiritual gymnastics. The 
Greeks had already become familiar with the Italian coasts (Paestum, Syracuse) when the Roman conquerors 
set foot in Greece, attracted by Greek ideas, architecture and deities, which they adopted without hesitation.
The concept of the agora was also copied and institutionalised by the successive Roman emperors in 
a space they called the forum. This is where the city’s civic centre (civitas) was located, and where 
civic, commercial and legal activities were carried out.
Conversing in the agora, conversing in the forum, exchanging opinions, passing on ideas, defeating an 
opponent with rhetoric, making friends… these activities had always been the motor of society. Never-
theless, a space had to be chosen for this, which had to be the same space, with a similar language, 
a shared history, its own traditions and a shared identity.
When founding cities in Latin America, the Spanish conquistadores imposed the grid layout that Etrus-
can urban planners had used in their lands. In San José, the quadrants are Catedral, Merced, Carmen 
and Hospital. Crossing the two axes that divide them is Central Park, the town’s agora, which once served 
as a leisure and recreation area and is now in full decline, having been substituted by La Merced Park, 
which is the place for conversation, exchange and socialisation these days for migrants from Nicaragua.
From the Greek agoras to Central Park, humankind’s need to meet and converse has existed for at 
least 2,000 years.

Space has run out
However, something changed in the last century: nobody founds cities anymore. It seems that space 
has run out and that we will have to get along with what we have. The towns of other eras had civic 
or neighbourhood spaces that the inhabitants used to get information, engage in discussion and ex-
change opinions. When a town crossed into the category of city, this bond that linked it with others 
broke, and disjointing distances stretched increasingly farther.
All the possible administrative centres had already been established, and it was only hoped that the 
density of our cities did not crowd out their inhabitants.
The metropolises are expanding, and contact among city-dwellers now takes place through electronic 
means. News is no longer transmitted word-of-mouth, and there is no longer a common place for com-
menting on news and judging the people involved.
The telephone, the fax, text messaging and email are the means of exchange, but not the place of exchange. Con-
versing in a determined place will never be the same as entering a space on the Internet to exchange messages.
The Agora of Athens, the Roman Forum, main squares and central parks were always the spaces and 
places for conversation until urban expansion tangled up the roads that enabled such meetings.
Just like the Greek philosophers, we must find a quick response to a problem in which our need to 
continue belonging to a social human context – rather than turn into cybernetic chips – is at stake.

Jorge Grané
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Castells, Manuel, “Espacios públicos en la sociedad informacional”, 1998
http://www.cccb.org/rcs_gene/espacios_publicos_cast.pdf

Rubiano, Elkin, “Sobre el ‘ágora global’ y los ‘sujetos posibles’: de la utopía tecnológica al enfoque 
crítico”, in Tabula Rasa, January-December, 97-110, 2005
http://redalyc.uaemex.mx/redalyc/src/inicio/ArtPdfRed.jsp?iCve=39600306#

Annex 4

 ∙ Information related with the languages spoken in Greece, as according to Ethnologue:

http://www.ethnologue.com/show_country.asp?name=GR
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Activity 11

Examples of things that could be considered an agora:
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Activity 12  
Durrës: an interview for learning about us

Description: After conducting an interview, the students will learn about some of the strategies 
that people of immigrant origin use to feel recognised in their new context.

Introduction

Just like for Sinbad and Ulysses, the Mediterranean is a sea full of danger... Regardless, we continue 
travelling, meeting people and discovering places. After leaving Greece, Carme sails to the north and 
arrives in Albania: the port of Durrës, to be exact.
Just off the boat, Carme meets two young people walking along the gangways who tell her that since 
they can’t find any opportunities for work, they have decided they want to go to Italy. They are at the 
port because they are waiting for the right moment to hide inside a truck that will take them inside 
a cargo ship. Unfortunately, Carme is familiar with this situation because she has heard it before at 
other places along her trip.
In the meantime, they offer to show her the Roman amphitheatre that is in the city.

Notes on the context

Durrës is a coastal Albanian city on the Adriatic Sea. It is the country’s main port and one of the 
maritime connection routes between Albania and the Italian ports of Brindisi and Bari. Historically, 
this port was the entryway for many cultures, and both Greeks and Romans settled here. We can find 
traces of their legacy in the current cultural and historical heritage of the area; the Roman amphi-
theatre is only one such example.
Albania is a country that has been in complete transformation since the 1990s, when it began a 
process of transition from a totalitarian to a democratic system of government. Amidst this change, 
different economic and social problems have arisen; among them is the presence and proliferation 
of mafias (arms, drug and human trafficking). At the same time, the desire of many people to leave 
their country to search for better conditions of life has increased. Thus, during the 1990s, many 
Albanians left through this port to head mainly to Italy or Greece. Scenes are still fresh of boats full 
of people hoping to find prosperity somewhere else. It is a vivid image of the inequalities that exist 
in our world.

Educational aims

This activity aims to critically reflect on the social and linguistic situation of people who migrate. To do 
so, the students will study some of the strategies often used by such people in a new context.

Content

 ∙ Migration and linguistic diversity
 ∙ Linguistic identity
 ∙ Inclusion and exclusion
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To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears 
in the annex section. This activity will be performed in groups of four to five students. When the 
teacher forms the groups, it is essential that they be mixed (with respect to gender, background, 
abilities, etc.).

The activity covers two sessions, each lasting 50 minutes and divided in the following way:

First session
 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  10 min
 ∙ Work on how to conduct the interview:  50 min

Second session
 ∙ Presentation of the interview’s content:  25 min
 ∙ Class discussion and reflection:  45 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Grid and materials to create the murals (if necessary)

Development of the activity

First session 

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity and the groups will form.

 ∙ Each group will have to interview a person of immigrant origin. The only requirement is that the 
subject of the interview is not a direct relative.

 ∙ Next, the teacher will explain that the aim of the interview is to explore the linguistic strategies that 
people of immigrant origin use in a new context. Moreover, the teacher will give the students all the 
necessary guidelines for conducting the interview (confidentiality, respect, etc.) and ensure that all 
the questions and issues are clear.

Script for the interview

 —Personal data: name, age, origin, place of residence (previous and current; if there has been 
more than one residence since the immigrant’s arrival, the reasons for this must be asked)

 —What language or languages do you speak?

 —Which language do you feel you identify best with?

 —With whom do you speak your language(s)? Do you use them differently with regard to different 
contexts (work, friends, etc.)?

 —How long has it taken you to learn the new language in your host country?

 —Were you aware of the multilingual situation in your host country?
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 —What problems did you have in learning the new language? What was easy for you?

 —Do you feel enriched having learned a new language? Why or why not? 

To make the groups’ next tasks easier, we recommend they use the following grid:

Personal 
data

Language 
he/she 
speaks

Language 
he/she 
identifies 
with

Time it 
took him/
her to 
learn the 
language 
of the host 
country 

Problems 
and easy 
aspects in 
learning 
the new 
language

Different 
uses he/she 
makes of 
the languag-
es known 
(according 
to context)

Has learn-
ing the new 
language 
been en-
riching?

Second session

 ∙ In the second session, the groups will present the information they gathered to the rest of the 
class. They will do this with a rotating technique by which each group explains the information 
corresponding to each section to the rest of the class, in order. Once all the groups have covered 
the same section, the rotation starts over with a new section. By using this method, the students 
will more easily identify the similarities and points of divergence, as well as the wealth of the in-
formation. As a suggestion, you may also create a large mural to be gradually decorated with the 
information provided by each group.

 ∙ Then, the teacher will lead a time for reflection and discussion to analyse the relations between 
migration and linguistic diversity today.

Annexes

Annex 1

 ∙ Information on Dürres

http://www.galenfrysinger.com/durres_albania.htm (English)

Annex 2

 ∙ The Mediterranean as seen from Albania

http://www.iemed.org/publicacions/quaderns/5/eribas.pdf
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Annex 3

 ∙ Articles on the subject

“Albania: Looking Beyond Borders” 
http://www.migrationinformation.org/Feature/display.cfm?id=239

“21 Albanian immigrants found dead in a boat adrift in the Adriatic Sea”
http://www.elpais.com/articulo/internacional/Hallados/21/inmigrantes/albaneses/muertos/barco/
deriva/mar/Adriatico/elpepiint/20040111elpepiint_11/Tes/

“Third mass exodus of Albanians toward Italy”
http://www.elpais.com/articulo/internacional/ITALIA/ALBANIA/Tercer/exodo/masivo/albaneses/Italia/
elpepiint/19910809elpepiint_11/Tes/

“Immigrants fear Greece amnesty”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/4528274.stm

Source: “Durrës” Vicent Pallarès
 
Annex 4

 ∙ To learn more about the subject (reception and language):

Unamuno, V. Lengua, escuela y diversidad sociocultural. Hacia una educación lingüística crítica, 
Barcelona: Graó, 2003
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Activity 12 (1st session)

Questions to ask during the interview:

 —Personal data: name, age, origin, place of residence (previous and current; if there has been 
more than one residence since the immigrant’s arrival, the reasons for this must be asked)

 —What language or languages do you speak?

 —Which language do you feel you identify best with?

 —With whom do you speak your language(s)? Do you use them differently with regard to different 
contexts (work, friends, etc.)?

 —How long has it taken you to learn the new language in your host country?

 —Were you aware of the multilingual situation in your host country?

 —What problems did you have in learning the new language? What was easy for you?

 —Do you feel enriched having learned a new language? Why or why not? 

Template for working in groups:

Personal 
data

Language 
he/she 
speaks

Language 
he/she 
identifies 
with

Time it 
took him/
her to 
learn the 
language 
of the host 
country 

Problems 
and easy 
aspects in 
learning 
the new 
language

Different 
uses he/she 
makes of 
the languag-
es known 
(according 
to context)

Has learning 
the new lan-
guage been 
enriching?
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Activity 12 (2nd session)

Time for taking notes related with the discussion:

Source: “Durrës” Vicent Pallarès
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Activity 13 
The Dalmatian Coast: the disapperance of a language

Description: This activity promotes an empathy exercise among the students so they may study 
and critically reflect on the situation of languages that are threatened or disappear.

Introduction

After leaving Dürres behind and wishing the best of luck to the two young people she met, Carme con-
tinues on her voyage and arrives at a very beautiful place: the Dalmatian Coast, belonging to Croatia, 
now a sovereign state that once formed part of the former Yugoslavia.

Near the port she meets an old man. After chatting for a while, he tells her: “My name is Antonio 
Udina and I will tell you a secret which is like a treasure to me. I am the last person who speaks 
Dalmatian, a language that will disappear with my death, but I’m trying to teach it to a few people... 
Would you like to help me?”

Notes on the context

Dalmatian is a Romance language that disappeared years ago and was spoken on the coastal region 
of present-day Croatia, Montenegro and northern Albania. According to some documentary sources, 
the last person to use it was Antonio Udina Burbur, who died on 10 June 1898 at 77 years of age. 
Antonio had learned it from his parents, who spoke it secretly. But before dying, the linguist Matteo 
Giulio Bartoli visited him to record some of the words that made up Dalmatian. He did so by listen-
ing to some stories, anecdotes and words spoken by Antonio himself.

It is currently estimated that there are approximately 6,000 languages in the world, and the prac-
tice of around 2,000 of them are threatened. The world’s linguistic heritage is at risk, in large part, 
because of a process of linguistic standardisation. For example, it is expected that almost half the 
world’s languages will disappear during the next 100 years.

Educational aims

This activity has a two-fold aim. The first is that the students critically reflect on the fact that there are 
languages that are threatened or have disappeared. Second, the students will carry out an empathy 
exercise to explore these ideas in greater depth.

Content

 ∙ Threatened languages
 ∙ The disappearance of a language

To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.
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This activity will be performed with the entire class.

The activity covers two sessions, each lasting 50 minutes and divided in the following way:

First session
 ∙ Explanation and contextualisation of the activity:  15 min    
 ∙ Research in the links:  20 min
 ∙ Close:  15 min

Second session
 ∙ Preparation of the message:  50 min

Third session
 ∙ Explanation of the message:  50 min

Resources/materials:
 ∙ Internet connection

Development of the activity

First session

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity.

 ∙ Second, so that the students can learn and appreciate that there are many threatened languages in 
the world today, the introduction and notes on the context sections will be read to the entire class.

 ∙ Next, in order to learn more about the topic, each group will conduct research in one of the links 
that appear in the annex section so that the information is distributed equitably.

 ∙ Then, the teacher will lead a time for drawing conclusions based on the following questions:

 —What does the death of a language mean?

 —Why should we worry about it?

 —What are the reasons that languages disappear?

 —What can we do about it?

Second session

 ∙ The teacher will propose carrying out an empathy exercise with regard to a language threatened 
with disappearing. Here, the entire class will create a new language according to the following 
guidelines:

 —They cannot use words known in any other language.

 —They have to choose approximately 50 words.
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 —These words will be chosen according to functional criteria: articles, nouns, adjectives, etc.

 —The aim is to create a message using these 50 words, the translation of which would be:  
“Hello, I have come to communicate with you because I need you. My language is about to disap-
pear and I need you to learn it so you can help me to keep it alive. Will you help me”?

 —Non-verbal codes of communication may be used.

 —The purpose of this message is to send it to another school group and be able to communicate 
through it so that they decipher it.

 —During the preparation process, no student should explain the activity to any other students at the 
school so that the third part of the activity is carried out successfully.

Third session

 ∙ In this session, the teacher will invite a group of students to enter the classroom.

 ∙ The teacher will have told them that the class wants to explain something to them, but the explana-
tion will be in another language.

 ∙ Next, the rest of the class will try to communicate with the invited group and help it to understand.

 ∙ The activity ends according to the way the teacher leads it. It is important that the students express 
how they felt (both the invited group and the rest of the class).

Annexes

Annex 1

Information on the Dalmatian language
http://dalmatianlanguage.yolasite.com/about-dalmatian-language.php
http://www.proel.org/index.php?pagina=mundo/indoeuro/italico/romance/italorromance/dalmata

Website of the Threatened Language Study Group (GELA)
http://www.gela.cat/doku.php

Website of Linguamón, Casa de les Llengües, Government of Catalonia
http://www.linguamon.cat/

Website of the Sociolinguistics and Communication University Centre (CUSC)
http://www.ub.es/cusc/quisom_set.htm
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Activity 13 (1st session)

Supporting material:

Information on Dürres
http://www.galenfrysinger.com/durres_albania.htm 

The Mediterranean as seen from Albania
http://www.iemed.org/publicacions/quaderns/5/eribas.pdf

“Albania: Looking Beyond Borders” 
http://www.migrationinformation.org/Feature/display.cfm?id=239

“21 Albanian immigrants found dead in a boat adrift in the Adriatic Sea”
http://www.elpais.com/articulo/internacional/Hallados/21/inmigrantes/albaneses/muertos/barco/
deriva/mar/Adriatico/elpepiint/20040111elpepiint_11/Tes/

“Third mass exodus of Albanians toward Italy”
http://www.elpais.com/articulo/internacional/ITALIA/ALBANIA/Tercer/exodo/masivo/albaneses/Italia/
elpepiint/19910809elpepiint_11/Tes/

“Immigrants fear Greece amnesty”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/4528274.stm

Time for discussion and reflection:

 ∙ Why do languages disappear? 

 ∙ What can we do about it?
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Activity 13 (2nd session)

Let’s invent a new language!

“Hello, I have come to communicate with you because I need you. My language is about to disappear 
and I need you to learn it so you can help me to keep it alive. Will you help me?”

Remember…

 —You cannot use words known in any other language.

 —You have to choose approximately 50 words.

 —These words will be chosen according to functional criteria: articles, nouns, adjectives, etc.

 —The aim is to create a message using these 50 words, the translation of which would be:  
“Hello, I have come to communicate with you because I need you. My language is about to 
disappear and I need you to learn it so you can help me to keep it alive. Will you help me”?

 —Non-verbal codes of communication may be used.

 —The purpose of this message is to send it to another school group and be able to communicate 
through it so that they decipher it.

 —During the preparation process, you should not explain the activity to any other students at the 
school so that the third part of the activity is carried out successfully.
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Activity 14 
Marsella: the dangers of linguistic standardisation

Description: Using the lyrics of a song, the students will critically reflect on the situation of Occitan and 
the dangers and detrimental consequences of linguistic standardisation on local minority languages.

Introduction

After a big storm, Carme skirts the old port of Marseille, with the castle crowning the mountaintop. 
After asking the port authorities for permission, she moors her boat alongside the rest of the sailboats 
and goes off to explore the city. In recent years, many immigrants from countries such as Morocco and 
Algeria have settled in Marseille. Most of them live in the same areas or neighbourhoods and they have 
different shops selling products from their countries. While walking along, Carme experiences colours, 
aromas and tastes from places she has previously visited.

Nevertheless, all these good feelings vanish once she meets Sanaa. She tells Carme that, despite 
having French nationality, she suffers many problems of discrimination. She speaks worriedly of the 
emergence of totalitarian attitudes in some governments in Europe. Carme thinks that inequalities are 
not associated with certain regions in particular, but have actually become globalised.

Notes on the context

Marseille is a city located in southern France, specifically in the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region. 
The area comprising Marseille and Aix-en-Provence has more than 1,600,000 inhabitants and the 
most important port on the Mediterranean (and the third-most important in Europe).

The city was founded in 600 BC as Massalia by Greek merchants from Phocaea, and it kept this 
name throughout the period of Roman rule. Its long history, like that of other cities on the Medi-
terranean, has been linked with trade, wars, peace treaties and alliances, as well as the fight for 
recognition of its unique characteristics within a centralising state such as France. It was practically 
destroyed during the Second World War, and gradually recovered over the course of the 1950s and 
1960s. Due to different migratory flows, the city today has become a true melting pot of various 
cultures and languages. Its unemployment rate is at 12% (the French average is 8%), and 23% of 
its population lives below the poverty line.

Educational aims

This activity will boost the students’ critical thinking skills by identifying the existence of linguistic 
plurality and the processes by which some languages are given minority status. It should be empha-
sised that multilingualism is something natural and spontaneous in human societies, while monolin-
gualism is artificial and the result of political decisions.

Content

 ∙ Multilingualism vs. monolingualism
 ∙ The consequences of linguistic standardisation
 ∙ The Occitan language
 ∙ Interactions between local and global contexts
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To consider before starting the activity

We recommend that teachers know and use some of the supplementary information that appears in 
the annex section.

This activity will be performed with the entire class.

The activity lasts 50 minutes – although it can be expanded by studying another song (Annex 3) – 
divided in the following way:

 ∙ Explanation of the activity:  5 min
 ∙ Situation of the Occitan language:  10 min
 ∙ Work on the song:  25 min
 ∙ Final reflections:  10 min

Resources/materials:
Projector, music playing device and Internet connection

“Parla Patois”, by Massilia Sound System
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sBJx0rbPsw&feature=related

Development of the activity 

 ∙ First, the teacher will contextualise the activity. To do so, it will be necessary to read the informative 
texts in Annex 1 beforehand.

 ∙ In order to identify the students’ prior knowledge, the entire class will be asked the following questions:

 —What languages are spoken in France, besides French? What treatment do they receive?

 —Have you ever heard of the Language of Oc (Occitan)? 

 —What do you know about the city of Marseille? Where is it? How many languages do you think 
are spoken there?

 ∙ Next, the teacher will give a brief introduction to the Occitan language and its present situation, 
comparing it with the Catalan language.

 ∙ Then, the class will listen twice to the song “Parla patois” (Annexes 2 and 3). The first time, with-
out reading the printed lyrics, they should try to understand any words that might be the same or 
similar to a word in Catalan. The second time, they should read the lyrics so they can follow the 
song in Occitan.

 ∙ Finally, the students will reflect on the phenomenon of linguistic standardisation in order to 
strengthen their critical thinking skills.

Questionnaire:

 —What does “patois” mean? Does it have any negative connotations?
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 —One of the verses of the song gives clues to where the Occitan language is spoken. Can you find them?

 —Historical figures that spoke Occitan appear throughout the song. Who were they?

 —Consider whether the French state’s effort to enforce cultural standardisation is reflected in the 
song. If so, how? With what words?

 —Do you think that music can be a useful tool for condemning and raising awareness about a 
language’s situation? Do you know of other examples? What role did the “nova cançó” and “rock 
català” play in Catalonia?

 —Massilia Sound System’s predominant style of music is a mix of reggae, ska and Mediterranean 
rhythms. Do you think this is a good formula for exposing young people to their arguments?

 —Surely you’ve heard of Manu Chao. Before he had a group called “Mano Negra”, then “Radio Bemba 
Sound System”, and his songs have always mixed different languages such as French, Spanish, 
Portuguese, English, etc. If you have time, you can listen to the song “Me gustas tú” from the album 
“Próxima estación: esperanza” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EvZ8LWBesKs&feature=related

Annexes

Annex 1

 ∙ Information on the languages spoken in France
http://www.ciemen.org 

On the website of the Escarré International Centre for Ethnic Minorities and Nations (CIEMEN), you 
can find the game “Els pobles i els estats de la Mediterrània” (The peoples and states of the Mediter-
ranean), where you can find information on the languages spoken in France.

 ∙ Information on Occitan
 ∙ Occitan, or the Language of Oc (“Lenga d’òc” in Occitan) is a Romance language native to Occitania
 ∙ The current linguistic domain of Occitan spans four states:
 ∙ The southern third of France
 ∙ Val d’Aran in Spain, in the community of Catalonia (Aranès)
 ∙ The Occitan Valleys in Italy (a strip of Piedmont and part of Liguria) and in an enclave in Calabria 

(“Guardia Piemontese” in Italian, “La Gàrdia” in Occitan) 
 ∙ The Principality of Monaco  (where Occitan coexists with Monégasque) 

Occitan consolidated over the course of the Late Middle Ages as the administrative and cultural lan-
guage of Occitania. The earliest extant Occitan texts are from the 11th century, and in the 12th and 13th 

centuries it became the vehicle for a vigorous culture. Yet from the 13th century onward, and through-
out the rest of the Middle Ages, France went about seizing nearly the whole country. At the time, it 
also began a process of cultural and linguistic Frenchification.

There have been attempts to revive the language, particularly during the literary renaissance of the 
19th century and the Occitanism movement of the 20th century. The latter effort gave prestige to the 
language and acquired some presence for it in the media, at school and especially in the publishing 
industry. It has also been the driving force of the current standard language, constructed from the 
dialects of Languedoc, but suitable for all varieties of Occitan.
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The Gascon variety, native to Val d’Aran (which has been integrated into Catalonia since the 14th 

century), is called Aranès. Based on the protection bestowed upon it by the Statute of Autonomy of 
Catalonia, it gradually consolidated greater legal status in the Valley until finally achieving co-official 
status in 1990, together with Catalan and Spanish.

Even before (in 1982), a reformed Occitan spelling system was adapted to Aranès, a fact which recog-
nised its link with Occitan and led to it being used in schools (1984). Today, Aranès is used in the 
public administration and in education, it has some presence in the media and it is used to compose 
literature. The language substitution process implemented in French Occitania did not affect Val 
d’Aran, where the language is still quite alive and groups exist that defend its use. However, the posi-
tion of Aranès is not strong enough: its subordination to Spanish (as well as – although secondarily 
– Catalan), which is taught in school and which most of the people can speak, weakens it in the face 
of phenomena such as immigration and tourism.

Badia i Capdevila, Ignasi, Diccionari de les llengües d’Europa. Barcelona: Enciclopèdia Catalana, 2002. 

 ∙ Information on the situation of Occitan today:
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=oci

The Occitan language as a paradox of history
http://repodoc.uji.es/jspui/bitstream/10234/5773/3/Llengua%20occitana.pdf

La llengua occitana com a paradoxa de la història

As for the French state, the family survey of the 1999 census counted a total of 526,000 Occitan 
speakers. According to the Government of Catalonia, there are 3 million people who can speak Oc-
citan.(http://www20.gencat.cat/portal/site/Llengcat)

can speak Occitan.(http://www20.gencat.cat/portal/site/Llengcat)
In little less than 150 years, Occitan has gone from being the dominant language of its lands to a 
minority language in most of its traditional space, except in parts of its domain lying outside the 
French state: Val d’Aran and the Occitan Valleys. The factors contributing to the loss of Occitan are 
basically three: international conflicts that forced local Occitan-speakers to join the army and learn 
the language of the state, obligatory schooling, which began in France in 1880 (1) and finally the ar-
rival of non-Occitan-speaking people to Occitania in the 20th century, with particular intensity after the 
1960s. The places where it is spoken the most proportionally is in the Occitan lands that do not form 
part of the French state: Val d’Aran (Catalonia) and Piedmont (Italy). In the Autonomous Community 
of Catalonia (since implementation of the new Statute of 9 August 2006), Occitan has had the status 
of co-official language. In Piedmont its co-official status is being prepared for, and it is hoped that it 
receives it soon. In France, the legal situation of Occitan is precarious because on various occasions 
the French state has shown reluctance to ratify the European Charter for Regional or Minority Lan-
guages. However, attitudes with respect to Occitan changed dramatically in the late 20th century. For 
example, the High National Council of Languages in France made a survey in 1994 in which it was 
learned that 77% of the French were in favour of adopting a law recognising and protecting regional 
dialects, and 68% said that regional languages favoured regional border trade. Despite its lack of vi-
tality in daily life, Occitan has gradually been rectifying the lack of prestige that it had been suffering 
from for such a long time.
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(1) At the beginning of the 20th century, Republican schools played a large role in the disappearance 
and use of the spoken language. In fact, there was a tendency to make Occitan-speakers feel guilty 
and convince them that they would have to speak French to get anything out of life. Repression on the 
use of the language inside school was very intense, including physical punishment and humiliation. In 
these times, people would say: “It is forbidden to spit on the floor and speak patuès”. From then on, 
the term “patuès” has been disparaging and derogatory. The purpose of all this was to make people 
forget that Occitan was a language, and to give them the idea that Occitan was obscure and not the 
same between one town and the other.

“In this hardly optimistic environment, Occitan continues to be the regional language of 
France with the most users – more than three million. The Occitanists have begun to organise 
themselves without waiting for providential assistance from the state. The creation more than 
ten years ago of the Calandretas, associative bilingual schools, has been a breakthrough, even 
while they are threatened by standardisations in teaching: these schools have demonstrated 
that Occitan can be more than just a learned language; it can also be a language of instruc-
tion. This is something obvious to us, but not to everyone... Now it is the Occitanists who 
have to regroup and forge a coherent political project in which a solution is found, or at least 
a proposal that the Occitans can accept or reject. One positive aspect from the last ten years 
is that image of the language has changed: it is no longer patuès, but has become a language 
that nobody can deny. We must have hope that it isn’t too late and that we are not on the path 
leading to the language graveyard. Beside the still real strength of Catalan, Occitan can be a 
twin language, a Catalan-Occitan otherness that we will have to create all together.”

Joan-Yves Casanòva, University of Pau and Pays de l’Adour

 ∙ For more information on the Occitan language and grammar
http://www20.gencat.cat/docs/Llengcat/Documents/Publicacions/Altres/ElementsBasicsLlOccitana.pdf

Basic elements of the Occitan language, from the Government of Catalonia. Here we reproduce the table below:

Latin French Italian Spanish Occitan Catalan Portuguese Romanian Sardinian Corsican Franco- 
provençal

clave clef chiave llave clau clau chave cheie crae chjave/
chjavi clâ

noctem nuit notte noche nuèch 
(nuèit) nit noite noapte notte notte/notti nuet

cantare chanter cantare cantar cantar 
(chantar) cantar cantar cânta cantare cantà chantar

capra chèvre capra cabra
cabra 
(chabra, 
craba)

cabra cabra capra cabra capra cabra / chiévra

lingua langue lingua lengua lenga llengua língua limbă limba lingua lenga

platea place piazza plaza plaça plaça praça piaţă pratza, 
pratha piazza place
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pons pont ponte puente pont (pònt) pont ponte pod ponte ponte/ponti pont

ecclesia église chiesa iglesia glèisa 
(glèia) església igreja biserică creia, 

cresia ghjesgia églésé

hospitalis hôpital ospedale hospital espital 
(espitau) hospital hospital spital ispidale spedale/

uspidali hèpetâl

caseus 
Vulgar Latin 
formaticum

fromage formaggio queso formatge 
(hormatge) formatge queijo caş casu casgiu tôma / fromâjo

Annex 2

 ∙ Information on the music group Massilia Sound System
http://www.massilia-soundsystem.com/

Massilia Sound System is a reggae group that appeared in Marseille in the 1980s and has success-
fully created a “Provençal” version of Jamaican reggae/rub-a-dub with the lyrics sung in Occitan and 
French. It has a characteristic sound, based on drum machines and samples taken from local tradi-
tions and those of their peers. After much time ignored by record stores, the group founded its own 
production company, Ròker Promocion. The group has been involved in the cultural life of Marseille 
for a long time, playing at public Occitan dances (balèti), neighbourhood feats and other popular 
initiatives.

Ties have been formed with other groups, such as Claude Sicre’s Fabulous Trobadors in Toulouse, Nux 
Vomica in Nice and other reggae/ragga groups that express minority languages and cultures.

Discography: 

 ∙ Parla Patois (1992)
 ∙ Chourmo (1993)
 ∙ Commando Fada (1995) 
 ∙ Aïolliwood (1997)
 ∙ Marseille London Experience (1999)
 ∙ 3968 CR 13 (2000)
 ∙ Occitanista (2002)
 ∙ Massilia fait tourner (2004)
 ∙ Oai E Libertat (2007)

Annex 3

Lyrics of the song “Parla Patois”

ESCOTA ME PLAN, ESCOTA ME BEN, ESCOTA ME RAGGA 
ARA ES PAPET JALI QUE VEN TE FAR BOLEGAR 

ARA ES MOUSSU T. QUE VEN PER TE FAR BOLEGAR 
MAI DINS LA DANSA, OC DINS LA DANSA 
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SIAU ANAT A PARIS PER I VEIRE LEI PRODUCTORS 
ESCOTERON MON LIRIC, COMPRENGUERON REN DAU TOT 

ME DIGUERON : PARLAS PAS FRANCES, PARLAS PAS ESPANHOU 
PARLA PAS ENGLES, PARLA PAS ITALIAN 

PARLA PAS PORTUGUES, ME SEMBLA PAS NORMAU 
BRONCHA PAS MOUSSU RIGAUD, VAU T’EXPLICAR, FAGUES PAS PAUR ! 

SIAU BEU, SIAU CAUD PERQUE SIAU PROVENCAU 
IS ! PAPET JALI QUE TE FAR MARCHAR LO COR 

REPIC N° 1 : 
ESCOTA ME PLAN, ESCOTA ME BEN, ESCOTA ME RAGGA 

ARA ES PAPET JALI QUE VEN TE FAR BOLEGAR 
ARA ES MOUSSU T. QUE VEN PER TE FAR BOLEGAR 

MAI DINS LA DANSA, OC DINS LA DANSA 

REPIC N° 2 : 
PARLA PATOIS RAGGA, OC PARLA PATOIS 

PARLA PATOIS QUE BABILONA ENTENDRA PAS 
PARLA PATOIS, COMENCA E T’ARRESTA PAS 

DEDINS MARSILHA : PARLA PATOIS 
E PER TOLOSA : PARLA PATOIS 

DE NISSA A LEMOTGES TAMBEN : PARLA PATOIS 
E MEM’A PARIS, RAGGA, TE FAU PARLAR PATOIS ! 

REPIC N° 2 : 
PARLA PATOIS RAGGA, OC PARLA PATOIS 

PARLA PATOIS QUE BABILONA ENTENDRA PAS 
PARLA PATOIS, COMENCA E T’ARRESTA PAS 

PER CARRIERA : PARLA PATOIS 
E DINS LA DANSA : PARLA PATOIS 
EN AMOR, RAGGA : PARLA PATOIS 

E DINS LA FILADA TAMBEN : PARLA PATOIS 

REPIC N° 1 : 
ESCOTA ME PLAN, ESCOTA ME BEN, ESCOTA ME RAGGA 

ARA ES PAPET JALI QUE VEN TE FAR BOLEGAR 
ARA ES MOUSSU T. QUE VEN PER TE FAR BOLEGAR 

MAI DINS LA DANSA, OC DINS LA DANSA 

LO DILUNS DINS LA TESTA SE PASSEJA UN REPIC 
LO DIMARC, DINS LA BOCA VIRA VIRA UN LIRIC 
LO DIMECRES, LO VAU CONTAR PER LEIS AMICS 

LO DIJOUS VEN LO RIDDIM QUE TOMBA A PIC 
LO DIVENDRES REPETICION-REPETITIT 

MAI LO DISSABTE M’EN VAU PER FAR UN BON VIATGI 
VAU CANTAR PER LEI RAGGA D’UN VILATGI 

AI LA JOIA DE FAR PASSAR ENCARA LO MESSATGI
E LEI CRIS DEIS ENFANTS ME DONARAN FORCA PARATGI 
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REPIC N° 1 : 
ESCOTA ME PLAN, ESCOTA ME BEN, ESCOTA ME RAGGA 

ARA ES PAPET JALI QUE VEN TE FAR BOLEGAR 
ARA ES MOUSSU T. QUE VEN PER TE FAR BOLEGAR 

MAI DINS LA DANSA, OC DINS LA DANSA 

REPIC N° 2 : 
PARLA PATOIS RAGGA, OC PARLA PATOIS 

PARLA PATOIS QUE BABILONA ENTENDRA PAS 
PARLA PATOIS, COMENCA E T’ARRESTES PAS 

GARIBALDI, JAURES, CASTAN PARLAN PATOIS 
LEI TROBADORS, GELU, CHADEUIL PARLAN PATOIS 

MARTI, CARLOTTI, MASSILIA PARLAN PATOIS 
E TA VESINA E TA COSINA PARLAN PATOIS 

To explore this topic further, you can find another song at this link: The title is: “Ma ville est malade”  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRX835B6Gxs

Annex 4

 ∙ Article that provides ideas to enrich reflection and discussion.

Published on the online news site of Le Nouvel Observateur on 23 June 2008

A UN mission finds racism “alive” in Paris, Marseille and Strasbourg

The “rigid notions of French national identity” make it harder to integrate differences  

The conclusions of Gay McDougall – an independent expert who headed a United Nations mission on 
ethnic minorities in France this September – include fresh criticism of the treatment that French so-
ciety gives immigrants and their descendants. According to the impressions that McDougall expressed 
when ending her visit to Paris, Strasbourg and Marseille, “racism” there is “alive and insidious”.
In the words of the expert, this is racism that “is aimed at ‘visible’ minorities of immigrant descent”, 
people who, “because of the colour of their skin, their religion, their last name” or simply “their ad-
dress”, see social mobility as impossible.
McDougall lashed out at the “rigid notions of French national identity” which, in her view, reject the 
cultural, religious and linguistic differences that immigrants and their descendants bring with them. 
Along these lines, the UN recalled France’s “historical rejection” to accepting the concept of “minority”.
McDougall added: “the recognition of ethnicity, religion and origin should not be considered a threat 
to the principles of unity and equality”. She concluded that “[in France] there is a lot to do for cultural 
diversity to be accepted” and recommended that the executive branch of government create effective 
policies to end “generalised discrimination” against minorities.
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Annex 5

 ∙ Images related with Occitan

 

1. http://www.asterix-international.de/asterix/languages/occitan/occita_32.jpg
2. http://modiya.nyu.edu/modiya/bitstream/1964/1045/3/occitan_t_v1.jpg
3. http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_OYXC4BybyRU/R1C730qOM7I/AAAAAAAAADA/oh6hTF5KeD8/s1600-R/oc.jpg

1

2

3
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Activity 14

What prior knowledge do we have?

 ∙ What languages are spoken in France, besides French? What treatment do they receive?

 ∙ Have you ever heard of the Language of Oc (Occitan)? 

 ∙ What do you know about the city of Marseille? Where is it? How many languages do you think are 
spoken there?

About the song “Parla Patois”:

 ∙ What does “patois” mean? Does it have any negative connotations?

 ∙ One of the verses of the song gives clues to where the Occitan language is spoken. Can you find them?

 ∙ Historical figures that spoke Occitan appear throughout the song. Who were they?

 ∙ Consider whether the French state’s effort to enforce cultural standardisation is reflected in the 
song. If so, how? With what words?

 ∙ Do you think that music can be a useful tool for condemning and raising awareness about a lan-
guage’s situation? Do you know of other examples? What role did the “nova cançó” and “rock 
català” play in Catalonia?

 ∙ Massilia Sound System’s predominant style of music is a mix of reggae, ska and Mediterranean 
rhythms. Do you think this is a good formula for exposing young people to their arguments?

 ∙ Surely you’ve heard of Manu Chao. Before he had a group called “Mano Negra”, then “Radio Bemba 
Sound System”, and his songs have always mixed different languages such as French, Spanish, Por-
tuguese, English, etc. If you have time, you can listen to the song “Me gustas tú” from the album 
“Próxima estación: esperanza” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EvZ8LWBesKs&feature=related
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Activity 14

Lyrics of the song “Parla Patois”
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sBJx0rbPsw&feature=related

ESCOTA ME PLAN, ESCOTA ME BEN, ESCOTA ME RAGGA 
ARA ES PAPET JALI QUE VEN TE FAR BOLEGAR 

ARA ES MOUSSU T. QUE VEN PER TE FAR BOLEGAR 
MAI DINS LA DANSA, OC DINS LA DANSA 

SIAU ANAT A PARIS PER I VEIRE LEI PRODUCTORS 
ESCOTERON MON LIRIC, COMPRENGUERON REN DAU TOT 

ME DIGUERON: PARLAS PAS FRANCES, PARLAS PAS ESPANHOU 
PARLA PAS ENGLES, PARLA PAS ITALIAN 

PARLA PAS PORTUGUES, ME SEMBLA PAS NORMAU 
BRONCHA PAS MOUSSU RIGAUD, VAU T’EXPLICAR, FAGUES PAS PAUR ! 

SIAU BEU, SIAU CAUD PERQUE SIAU PROVENCAU 
IS ! PAPET JALI QUE TE FAR MARCHAR LO COR 

REPIC N° 1: 
ESCOTA ME PLAN, ESCOTA ME BEN, ESCOTA ME RAGGA 

ARA ES PAPET JALI QUE VEN TE FAR BOLEGAR 
ARA ES MOUSSU T. QUE VEN PER TE FAR BOLEGAR 

MAI DINS LA DANSA, OC DINS LA DANSA 

REPIC N° 2: 
PARLA PATOIS RAGGA, OC PARLA PATOIS 

PARLA PATOIS QUE BABILONA ENTENDRA PAS 
PARLA PATOIS, COMENCA E T’ARRESTA PAS 

DEDINS MARSILHA: PARLA PATOIS 
E PER TOLOSA: PARLA PATOIS 

DE NISSA A LEMOTGES TAMBEN: PARLA PATOIS 
E MEM’A PARIS, RAGGA, TE FAU PARLAR PATOIS ! 

REPIC N° 2: 
PARLA PATOIS RAGGA, OC PARLA PATOIS 

PARLA PATOIS QUE BABILONA ENTENDRA PAS 
PARLA PATOIS, COMENCA E T’ARRESTA PAS 

PER CARRIERA: PARLA PATOIS 
E DINS LA DANSA: PARLA PATOIS 
EN AMOR, RAGGA: PARLA PATOIS 

E DINS LA FILADA TAMBEN: PARLA PATOIS 
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REPIC N° 1: 
ESCOTA ME PLAN, ESCOTA ME BEN, ESCOTA ME RAGGA 

ARA ES PAPET JALI QUE VEN TE FAR BOLEGAR 
ARA ES MOUSSU T. QUE VEN PER TE FAR BOLEGAR 

MAI DINS LA DANSA, OC DINS LA DANSA 

LO DILUNS DINS LA TESTA SE PASSEJA UN REPIC 
LO DIMARC, DINS LA BOCA VIRA VIRA UN LIRIC 
LO DIMECRES, LO VAU CONTAR PER LEIS AMICS 

LO DIJOUS VEN LO RIDDIM QUE TOMBA A PIC 
LO DIVENDRES REPETICION-REPETITIT 

MAI LO DISSABTE M’EN VAU PER FAR UN BON VIATGI 
VAU CANTAR PER LEI RAGGA D’UN VILATGI 

AI LA JOIA DE FAR PASSAR ENCARA LO MESSATGI
E LEI CRIS DEIS ENFANTS ME DONARAN FORCA PARATGI 

REPIC N° 1: 
ESCOTA ME PLAN, ESCOTA ME BEN, ESCOTA ME RAGGA 

ARA ES PAPET JALI QUE VEN TE FAR BOLEGAR 
ARA ES MOUSSU T. QUE VEN PER TE FAR BOLEGAR 

MAI DINS LA DANSA, OC DINS LA DANSA 

REPIC N° 2: 
PARLA PATOIS RAGGA, OC PARLA PATOIS 

PARLA PATOIS QUE BABILONA ENTENDRA PAS 
PARLA PATOIS, COMENCA E T’ARRESTES PAS 

GARIBALDI, JAURES, CASTAN PARLAN PATOIS 
LEI TROBADORS, GELU, CHADEUIL PARLAN PATOIS 

MARTI, CARLOTTI, MASSILIA PARLAN PATOIS 
E TA VESINA E TA COSINA PARLAN PATOIS 

To explore this topic further, you can find another song at this link: The title is: “Ma ville est 
malade” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRX835B6Gxs

http://modiya.nyu.edu/modiya/bitstream/1964/1045/3/occitan_t_v1.jpg
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Activity 15 
Conclusions from de journey (summary activity)

Introduction

Now Carme returns to Albufera. She is aware that in a brief span of time she has had many intense 
experiences and acquired much knowledge. However, she realises that in the excitement of the final 
days she lost her travel diary.

We must help her recapture the key ideas and knowledge so that her experience endures and can be 
accessible to other young people. For this reason, we propose the following summary activity.

As we have seen, these materials are based on the interaction of three mutually dependent and 
reinforcing elements: for example, we cannot recognise linguistic diversity if it is not placed in a 
context of peace and respect for human rights. It is under these conditions that a truly intercultural 
society is built.

Throughout the activities, we have identified several different spheres that may make the development 
of an intercultural society easier or more difficult, depending on how they are managed, leading to 
respect for human rights and recognising the wealth of linguistic diversity.

In this summary activity, we suggest that the students formulate proposals to ensure the establishment 
of an intercultural and peaceful society which recognises linguistic diversity. To do so, they will need to 
relate the spheres with the actors or agents charged with overseeing implementation of the proposals.

Development of the activity 

First, the table below will be reproduced so the students can clearly identify the spheres and actors. If 
they identify new ones, these can be included. It is important that the proposals are put in a natural 
context of development.

INTERCULTURAL
SOCIETY

HUMAN RIGHTS AND PEACE

LINGUISTIC
DIVERSITY
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SPHERES
ACTORS

(who coordinate development of the proposals)

 ∙ Migratory flows

 ∙ Linguistic policies

 ∙ Interactions between global and local contexts

 ∙ Religious diversity

 ∙ Processes to construct identity

 ∙ Stereotypes and prejudices

 ∙ Young participants

 ∙ The school or place of education where 
the activities are developed

 ∙ The public administration or 
administrations of the context in which 
the proposals are developed

 ∙ The populace at large

 ∙ The experts (educational, social, 
economic, etc.) who work in the context in 
which the proposals are developed

 ∙ The activity will be performed three sessions:

 —The first session focuses on the spheres. The class will be divided into three groups, and each 
one will be responsible for studying and discussing two spheres maximum. The aim is to iden-
tify proposals, and we recommended having support teaching staff to help the young people 
with their reflections.

 —The second session focuses on the actors. Using the same system described above, each group 
will identify the maximum number of actors possible for implementing each proposal.

 —The third session focuses on enriching the proposals. All the proposals will be written on a 
large mural. The teacher will lead a discussion in which the entire class will have to debate 
them in a constructive way in order to enrich them. Lastly, once the proposals are final you can 
employ different strategies to make them visible and share them. For example, you can use the 
school’s webpage, create a blog or hold a monographic exhibition at the school based on photos 
or videos.
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Activity 15

In the table below you can identify the spheres and actors

SPHERES
ACTORS

(who coordinate development of the proposals)

 ∙ Migratory flows

 ∙ Linguistic policies

 ∙ Interactions between global and local contexts

 ∙ Religious diversity

 ∙ Processes to construct identity

 ∙ Stereotypes and prejudices

 ∙ Young participants

 ∙ The school or place of education where 
the activities are developed

 ∙ The public administration or 
administrations of the context in which 
the proposals are developed

 ∙ The populace at large

 ∙ The experts (educational, social, 
economic, etc.) who work in the context in 
which the proposals are developed
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Activity 15

You have chosen your two spheres. Now think about them and draw conclusions and proposals from them:

SPHERES
ACTORS

(who coordinate development of the proposals)

1

2
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Now, find the maximum number of possible actors to carry out the proposals that you have outlined 
in the spheres:

SPHERES
ACTORS

(who coordinate development of the proposals)

 ∙ Young participants

 ∙ The school or place of education where 
the activities are developed

 ∙ The public administration or 
administrations of the context in which 
the proposals are developed

 ∙ The populace at large

 ∙ The experts (educational, social, 
economic, etc.) who work in the context in 
which the proposals are developed

1

2

I have finished all the activities
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Glossary of concepts

Acculturation

Arab 

Assimilation

Citizenship

Conflict

Culture

Discrimination

Colonialism

Descolonisation

Selective process by which people adopt some of the cultural pat-
terns of other cultural groups. This process occurs from the in-
teraction of two or more cultural groups and may be an equal or 
unequal relation, in which one of the two groups is dominant. 

Person who comes from the Arabian peninsula. This concept has 
connotations linked with geography, identity and belonging.

Process by which a person socialised in a cultural context different 
from the one in which he now lives decides to stop differentiating 
himself from the new host environment based on personal attri-
butes (the person’s essential character).

Civil and political status and rights of the people who belong to 
and are recognised within a specific territorial area in the form of a 
state. As a result, the nation state guarantees this link with rights 
and recognition of the same status.

Incompatibility of goals between two subjects and/or groups, and 
a shared perception that they are incompatible.

Set of learned behaviours, beliefs, values, symbols, morals, forms of or-
ganisation and ways of interpreting the immediate reality. It is also how 
people organise themselves socially and the transmission of this organ-
isation to members of the group to which they belong; a mechanism of 
adaptation and an identity with a dynamic and mixed character.  

Treatment that is differential, unfavourable and underestimates 
the person or group that receives it. There may be various reasons 
for discrimination: due to cultural or ethnic origin, gender, age, 
social class, etc. It can be expressed in a specific legal framework 
and can be either visible and invisible.

We could say that the fundamental feature that characterises this 
phenomenon is control and economic exploitation of a territory 
and its population by a foreign state through the establishment 
of different forms of domination, whether political, religious or 
cultural. It is a doctrine and stance that uses racial, ethnic, eco-
nomic, political or moral arguments to defend colonisation: the 
existence of relations of subordination between a dominant nation 
and the peoples and lands that depend on it.

Process that tends to lead to independence or political self-deter-
mination for colonised countries.
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Linguistic system derived from another, usually within a specific 
geographic limitation but without sufficient differentiation be-
fore other systems of shared origin. It is very difficult to establish 
whether the differences between two variants are enough to con-
sider them different languages. Political concerns should be taken 
into account when distinguishing between languages and dialects.

Educational approach that takes cultural diversity into ac-
count, promotes cultural exchange among different cultural 
subjects and validates one’s cultural traits and baggage by 
stressing similarities instead of differences. It takes a global 
perspective and covers all involved parties: school, students, 
families (social, economic and cultural dimensions) and the 
immediate surroundings.

Ability we have as people to identify with and/our put ourselves 
in the situation of another person in order to understand what he 
thinks or feels, based on cultural identity.

Process of acquiring and interiorising cultural patterns within 
a cultural group, whereby one learns to be a member of the 
group and to fulfil the expectations that the group has of its 
members.

Distorted image that an individual or group has of a person or 
thing. This entails taking an image that corresponds to a single 
case and applying it to all possibilities.

Process of understanding and/or action toward otherness without 
realising one’s cultural baggage, leading to interpretation based 
only on one’s own cultural points of reference.

Process to internationalise economic, political, social and cul-
tural relations among countries in terms of interdependence and 
inequality.

Shared construction of a social feeling of belonging, done freely 
and in conditions of equality.

Person who practices Judaism and who shares its common cul-
tural tradition.

System of verbal communication and expression particular to a 
people or nation, or shared among various peoples or nations. It is 
characterised by associations among ideas and sounds or gestures 
(in the case of sign language). Whether written or not, languages 
have their own grammar system. 

Dialect

Intercultural education

Empathy

Enculturation

Stereotype

Ethnocentrism

Globalisation

Inclusion

Jew

Language
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Sign languages are languages particular to deaf communities. 
They are not systems of communication invented ad hoc, but 
arise as a natural language when there is a sufficiently signifi-
cant group of users. Historically, these situations have only oc-
curred when deaf people have formed associations and estab-
lished a social network among themselves. In Spain there are 
two sign languages: Catalan (in the Principality) and Spanish (in 
the rest of the territory).

Linguistic element that passes from one language to another, or 
which passes from specialised language to common language.

Situation in which a single language is considered official and 
of highest status. This phenomenon occurs mostly with cultur-
ally influential or economically useful languages, which have a 
good chance of making the states where they are spoken mono-
lingual, justifying this with their worldwide usefulness or impor-
tance.

Phenomenon that occurs from the use of different languages with-
in the same geographical and cultural context, in which different 
languages coexist in the same area and at the same level.

Person who practices the Islamic religion.

Imperialist practice exercised by industrialised counties over for-
mer colonies and developing countries in general. After formal de-
colonisation, the world powers retained their political, economic 
and cultural pre-eminence and pursued a process of recolonisation 
and intervention in developing countries by taking advantage of 
economic imbalances. Its purpose is to keep the economies of the 
former colonies, and developing countries in general, oriented to 
serve the needs of the great powers. Political and economic control 
is achieved through direct pressure or by means of general pacts 
that include developing countries in the great powers’ strategies.

View that an individual or group forms about a person or thing 
which does not correspond with reality and has been created with-
out taking what is really happening into account.

Active discrimination of an individual or group for reasons related 
with their origin, ethnic and/or cultural characteristics.

Epistemological stance that argues that any moral or ethical opin-
ion with respect to a specific society can only be formulated by 
taking the cultural codes of that same society into account.

Sign language

Loan word

Monolinguism

Multilinguism

Muslim

Neocolonialism

Prejudice

Racism

Cultural relativism
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The following sources were used to create this glossary:

 —Associació Objectiu Inclusió (2006)

 —Organisational Development Team at the Autonomous University of Barcelona’s Department of 
Applied Pedagogy (2007)

 —Quer, J., “Les llengües de signes, les més inaudibles de totes”, in Les llengües a Catalunya. 
Quantes llengües s’hi parlen?. Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona: Octaedro, 2005 

 —Malgesini, G. & Jiménez, C., Guía de conceptos sobre migraciones, racismo e interculturalidad, 
Madrid: Los libros de la Catarata, 2001

 —http://www.definicionabc.com/comunicacion/multilinguismo.php

 —http://www.sil.org/capacitar/sociolx/lenguadialecto.htm
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